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R C. B. Gupta can well congratulate himself that the number of days
to the unwonder that was his Congress Government in Uttar
Pradesh was twice nine.
There the credit, such as it is, ends.
On
Saturday Mr Charan Singh and about 17 of his supporters walked out
on the Congress and its Government fell with a resounding thud.
The
significance of the defeat of the Gupta Ministry lies in the fact that
Uttar Pradesh often pretended to be the heart of Aryavarta; and a blow
to the Congress in the heart of Hindiland is a blow to many other things.
\,\Thether Hindu revivalism has also received a blow remains to be seen;
but the fact that it is now possible (as suggested by an enterprising
reporter) to take a train at Amritsar and come straight down to Howrah
without ever touching Congress territory
surely stands for something
affecting the whole Indian polity.
Just what, it is less easy to say. Mr. Gupta's name had been mud
for many years, before and after the Kamaraj
Plan of 1963. His
notorious deals with the sugar int~ests
cannot have been forgotten;
his effort to raise Rs 6'5 lakhs on his sixty-fifth birthday did not wholly
succeed but the attempt itself remains a piece of unprecedented
political
impudence, an unpunished
affront to the Congress Party.
But ncither
brought Mr Gupta down. Mr Charan Singh did indeed refer to ideals
and principles when explaining his desertion of the Congress; he specified
none. If jubilation
over the ouster of Chandrabhanu
Gupta must be
restrained
by the absence of identifiab.le ideological differences, the
country must still be grateful for the conclusive exposure of the utter
rottenness of the Congress Party in the country's largest State, the Prim ..e
Minister's home State. Nehru and Shastri would not have believed it
possible.
Yet if there. were not in Delhi a total drought of political prescience,
it would have been seen that factionalism
in the U.P. Congress was
reaching dangerous proportions.
Party before country soon degenerated
into faction before party, which in its turn became self before all else;
and now all three are down.
The incredibility
of the Lucknow
denouement, paradoxically, matches its inevitability.
A party so bitterly
divided could not possibly help coming apart. Neither Hindi nor Hindu
obscurantism could put together such divisive forces. To speculate on
the precise present relations between the Prime Minister and the Congress
President has long been an exercise in futility;
there can, however, be
little doubt that between Mrs Gandhi and Mr Kamaraj they utterly failed
to put the U.P. Congress house in order which is now a shambles. If
the High Command hardly exists, the State Congress parties are no
stronger.
The late Shyamaprasad Mookerjee once opened a speech thus:
"India that is Bharat that is Uttar Pradesh ... " The late Mr K. M.
Pannikar, a member of the States Reorganization
Commission, recommended break-up of the monster that is U.P. The break-up has now
come in unexpected ways.
•
If no tears need be .~hed over the downfall of so unscrupulous
a
political operator as Mr C. B. Gupta, it is difficult to see much virtue
in the manner in which the Ch~ran Singh group ir"\ft their party. If.it is
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made up 1.9 lakh tons. Procurement
true, as La Rochefoucauld
suggested,
that no woman is unfaithful
only
of rice within the State was of the
once, this may. be truer of politicians.
order of 5.8 lakh tons. If the ConUneasy
coalitions
now prevail
in
gress is up to any monkey
tricks,
and in case Mr Atulya Ghosh has any
many States. Uttar Pradesh may be
illUSions that he could pull off a reanother, for the unity displayed in
verse Haryana in West Bengal, the
bringing the Congress down may not
Centre might then try to cut down
last. The many Independents
may
well prove an expensive nuisance to \ drastically its supply of grains to the
State. Mr Ajoy Mukherjee, Mr Basu
Mr Charan
Singh;
many of this
and Mr Ghosh, during their recent
tribe are opportunists
and no more.
discussions in VN ew Delhi, asked for
The non-Congress parties are shortan assurance from Mrs Gandhi
and
sighted in tinkering
with political
Mr ]agjivan
Ram that supplies
to
loyalties.
The Congress Party can
West Bengal for the remaining period
easily claim that the party as such
of the year must at least be maintainstill enjoys the confidence
of the
ed at last year's level. . What their
people of Uttar Pradesh, that the deresponse was is not very clear from
serting Congressmen
have been unPress reports.
true to their electors.
Whatever else
The Centre must be put on notice:
Mr Gupta's fall may signify, it canany trickery in this respect will not
not be seen as a verdict of the people.
pass.
But meanwhile,
if the worst
From now on, it is a countdown
comes to the worst, the State Governfor the Congress throughout
the counment must arrange
to procure
as
try; Uttar Pradesh has only impartmuch as it can, even if the time has
ed the process of the disintegration
almost run out, even if the propoof the Congress Party a tremendous
nents of laissez faire would urge a
acceleration.
With Madras lost to
policy of sitting back and watching
the DMK, Kerala to the CPI (M) and
the grains go by. It is, however, only
its associates and at least seven other
fair that the producers do not feel
States to an assortment of non-Conthey
are being
pre-empted
gress parties, the Congress today is that
from receiving an equitable price for
very much
a hollow trunk.
The
their paddy.
The deci~ion of the
leaves that still rule in Delhi are not
United Front Government
to raise
of the country's living. tree.. In sevethe prices of the different varieties of
ral States the non-Congress
groups
paddy by Rs. 5 per maund across-thehave displayed
admirable
ingenuity
board-and
to adjust corresponding-and cohesion in forming viable govly the procurement
price for rice-Is
ernments.
It is not, true, however,
of
that the country
does not need a therefore a convincing illustration
pragmatism
as well as fairness. It is
substitute for the Congress; it is less
equally welcome that the irritation of
true that the country has found one
inter-district
and intra-district
corsuch.
If we may change the metadons will be got rid of. This was a
phor, in recent years the ship of the
cantankerous
measure that was introCongress has been full of rats who
duced by Mr P. C. Sen, and its only
are always the first to leave a sinking
SOcial contribution
was to make smugship.
The ship is visibly sinking;
glers of honest, poor, hardship-laden
the movement of the rats can be seen
people.
The policy made no ecotoo. What of the ship that is India?
\
nomic sense either, for the deficit
Bovril used to be advertised as the
areas, which were not being assured
cure for "that sinking feeling".
For
regulal~ supply
from the Governthe people of this country, criminally
ment, had to fend for themselves.\Jf
misruled for two decades, no politithe supplies from the surplus zones
cal Bovril seems yet in sight.
are to be denied entry, the people
would have no alternative
to starvaNew Food Policy
tion) On tne same grounds, it is entirely right that the cordon around
The food policy announced by the
Calcutta-where
statutory
rationing
State Government
is a beginning;
will be continued-should
be vigobut only a beginning.
The Centre's
rously enforced, otherwise the highintentions cannot quite be unravelled
inc<illle pockets in the city would
at this stage. Last year, spilling over
suck in rice which could otherwise
in bounty for Mr P. C. Sen, the Union
meet· the needs of the small towns
Government
had released from its
and other deficit zones in the mofusstocks almost 16 lakh tQ,.ns of foodsils .
. grains, for West Bengal,
< which rice
4

the
But let there be no exchange
of
wo
cosy congratulations
yet, the new
cid
food policy can hardly be judged ex
lar;
ante. The quantity
ot nce ana
rat
paaay the Government is able to pro·
sut
cure between now and the end of the
ure
season is the crux of the matter. The
th~
target,
under
the
circumstances,
be
must be fixed fairly high; the Food
tha
'Corporation,
which is to act as agent
ane
ot the State Government,
must aim
the
to purchase at least 4 lakh tons 01
paj
rice before the end of May. Since
cm
the price has been raised by almost
del
one-third, this should not be a diffi·
wo
cult target to reach.
Given the un·
TIl
certainties
in the attitude
of the
JI
Union Government,
any lower tar·
me
get will not be a safe enough target.
err.
If we still feei like raising a caveat,
Ser
it is on account of Dr P. C. Ghosh's
ha1
insistence on the total abolition of
be
the producer levy. Those who have
no'
more must surrender
their surplus
for the sake of the community, and
COl
it makes little sense to argue thai
wo
farmers who have more than 10 acr
Pn
of cultivable land would be irked b
keJ
the imposition of a levy .. One waul
so
have thought that the very substa
of
tial increase
in the
procuremen
WI
prices was to take care of the 'susceprIC
tibilities'
of! those producers
wh
De
would otherwise have cavilled at th
for
levy. To let them off now witho
Ce
extracting even a token quid pro qu
wa
is an altogether harmul exercise i
Ajl
piety, which the United Front Go
to
ernment may yet come to rue.
t.
It is precisely here that one m
me:
raise a few other queries in regard
e:
the social content of the new £0
me:
policy. The Government has a co
at
ml'tiDent to the people to nationali
do
the wholesale and retail trade in ri
the
and paddy.
Dr Ghosh's stateme
fro
maintains an e a uen
ile
.
fl!e.!.ter. Obviously, outside the stat
tory rationed zones of Calcutta, Asa
sol, Durgapur
and Siliguri,
priva
trade will be allowed, for the p
pel
sent, to carryon.
The stateme
da
maintans
a similar Ireticence abo
de
the activities of the rice mills. No
TI
ing very concrete oj course can
nil
accomplished
overnight,
but· even
ma
declaration of intent would have b
lef
an anodyne to some of the misgivi
na:
which Dr Ghosh's cautious mean
th,
ings are now giving rise to.
111.
Despite the upward shift in p
g-aJ
curement. prices, the State Gove
blc
ment has decided not to pass on
sol
burden to the consumers; the curr
th(
prices of the grains supplied thro
APRIL
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the rations will be maintained.
It
would have been most piquant to decide otherwise, for an overwhelmingly
large section of the consumers in the
rationed areas are near the level of
subsistence, and could
hardly
be
urged to as ume fresh burdens.
But
the budgetary arithmetic has still to
be matched. Per kilogramme of rice
that, from now on, may be procured
and distributed through the rations,
the Government's
loss will be 20
paise on the average.
If total procurement reaches 4 lakh tons, the
deficit incurred by the Government
would be of the order of Rs. 8 crores.
\ There is no question that, MrMorarji Desai or no, this deficit has to be
met in entirety by the Congress Government at the Centre.
If Mr P. C.
Sen had played hookey, somebody
has to pay for that, and let the Centre
be told that, for a change, it would
not be the people of West Bengal.
Besides, even if 4 lakh tons of rice
could in fact be procured, this State
would still not be out of the wood.
Pressure will therefore have to be
kept up on the Union Government
so that the latter does not wriggle out
of its moral commitment to send to
West Bengal at least 25,000 tons of
rice every month between now and
December. There must be no scope
for equivocation here.
In case the
Centre fails in its commitments
it
would be perfectly in order for' Mr
Ajo} Mukherjee and Mr Jyoti Basu
to demand the abolition of the singleState zonal arrangement at this week's
meeting of the Chief Ministers
in
'ew Delhi. If the Union Government would not fulfil its minimum
obli?;ations, let the 'inter-State
cordons be then off : West Bengal would
then have eno.up;h rice flowing in
from Orissa and Andhra.

Baghmari And After
On Wednesday March 29 some
people in Calcutta remembered
two
dates, one of hope, the_other of black
de pair-July 29 and August 16, 1946.
That on the former all the communitie~ had taken par"! in a general,
massive hartal was hailed cby the
leftists as a unique sign of communal solidarity. Little did they realise
that this demonstration
itself would
make all the reactionary
elements
Ran?;up and strike that murderous
blow on August 16, when communal
solidarity turned out to be a flash in
the pan, after which fire took. ove·r.

What happened in Calcutta barely
There is no doubt that a good deal
40 days after the people had voted
of planning was behind the disturbthe Congress
out of power came
ances. Rumour has it that before
as a shock. Of course there could be
the demonstrators
came out, they were
no comparison
between August 16, assured of support by representatives
1946 and March 29 this year in.magof a business community.
Most eyenitude, human suffering and the conwitnesses
confirm
that the police
sequences for the country.
But the
made themselves conspicuous by their
lesson remains that the hand of renon-involvement
at the beginning.
action is very active, that it is receivBut did the processionists go berserk
ing all support from people who are
without any provocation?
This was
out to unseat the present Government
the impression
created by the evenby all means. And they will get more
ing local news-bulletin.
The
buldesperate.
The flare-up, at a time
letin
might
have
aroused
the
when the post-election
euphoria
is
anger
of the Bengalis,
but
the
still strong, also showed what a madChief
Minister's
broadcast
which
ness organised religion is, what part
came
immediately
after
was so
it can play in breaking the solidarity
terse, . non-partisan
and businesslike
of the breadwinner.
Alas, no leftist
that no mischief was done.
His inparty has yet tried to attack the basic
defatigable colleagues did a splendid
superstitions
of the masses.
job, going with the volatile procesThe trouble started over passage . sionists all the way to Baghmari
to a temple within the compound of
where the Granth Sahib was restored.
a gurdwara in a locality which is inThe trouble is they cannot always do
fested with rough guys who had
this.
It is time the parties of the
the patronage of a particular
party
United Front organised their cadres
now licking its wounds. They had the
to fight loca] mischief.
The human
sympathy and connivance of some of
potential is there, ready to respond.
the local people in the clash with the
This was evident from the way peoSikhs, leading to the desecration
of
ple went about their business so soon
the Granth
Sahib.
All sorts of
after' the disturbances
and from the
rumours are current about who were
mass maidan rally. By the way, can't
behind it all, including
one stated
an opportunity
be given at such ralin the Punjab Assembly; let us leave
lies to those who want to air their
it to the judicial
enquiry
to sort
grievances?
The leaders should not
these out.
do all the talking.
Something
went wrong with
the
hard-working
Sikh people.
Some of
Education And Politics
them-and
they are in contact with
The Triguna
Sen committee
has
influential members of the last Govmercifully spared us the homily that
ernment-are
worvied
about
pereducation should remain uncontamimib, ohtained
on payment
of fat
nated by politics.
Its suggestion that
sums to the Congress on election-eve,
political parties should not be allowfor running private buses in Calcutta.
ed to interfere
with the internal
They do not know whether the peraffairs of universities and colleges is
mits would be renewed.
There have
unexceptionable
in principle,
but
been incidents
between
passengers
certain realities might be ignored in
and Sikh-driven
buses in Calcutta
its application.
There may be, as
and the suburbs. There have beenindeed there have often been, situaand are-deaths
on the road. As for
tions in which neither the authorities
the public, retrenchment
and lay-off
of a particular
institution
nor the
for many have created a situation
Government
departments
concerned
which breeds r'esentment against the
seem interested
in improving
these
presence
of non-Bengalis
in such
affairs, let alone producing
any evilarge numbers in this city. Economic
dence of being able to do so. Heaven
distress, in the absence of political
knows, most of our educational insti·
education
on a scale that matters,
tutions are in a hopeless mess. Inleads to provincialism
and commu~ifference, lethargy and incompetence
nalism.
All this, exploited by consseem nearly universal;
intrigue
and
pirators, led to the March 29 disturcorruption
among
those who run
bances. It is a perversity of our life
these institutions
are not very diffithat such things could happen so soon
cult to detect either.
In many cases
after a breeze of change had begun
the resist~nce of vested interests stands
to stir in the dirty corridors' of this
ci~
.
firmly i~ ~h'e way of internal reform;

NOW
official action has hitherto been either
absent or halting because of extraacademic reasons or ineffective
because of timidity and gross mismanagement.
In such situations, a political party may reasonably consider
it its duty to demand corrective measures, even to take an active interest
in reform and improvement.
It is also to be noted that fears about
political interference
with educational affairs have been loudly, and verv
piously, expressed only when leftist
parties have taken any interest in the
problems -of students
and teacher,s.
The Congress party's constant meddling with both administrative
and
academic affairs in schools, colleges
and universities has hitherto provoked little criticism;
under the Congress monopol
of power the party's
aims and progammes
came to be
equated with the national interest as
a whole. Even legitimate dissent has
been condemned as a form of indiscipline;
expression of leftist views or
the association of students and teachers with progressive movements
has
attracted the charge of subversion.
What is worse is that in a number
of institutions
the ruling
reactionaries have not only promoted
their
own interests but also permitted and
encouraged the operation of insidious
foreign forces.
American intrusions
into India's educational
system during the past few years have been one
of the most sinister developments
in
the country's cultural life; how sinister can be seen fI10m the recent disclosures
about
the CIA's
association with various educational
programmes.
Yet none of this has been
opposed by the Governmerit
or educational administrators
as improper
political intervention.
We support the general contention
that political parties should not interfere with the internal
affairs 01
academic bodies, but the principle can
become valid when educational
institutions are properly
manaO"ed and
freed from the influence of ~ll kinds
of vested interest.
Besides, the principle should not be used to insulate
students and teachers from the sociopolitical current around them.
It is
meaningless
to say that education
should have nothing to do with prevailing political developments;
the
separation would be artificial, incomplete and undesirable.
Students' and
teachers cannot afford to ignore the
society, and its problems, ,in which
they Iiv\::. They can lJetbm~ .resp'dnsi6

hIe members of this society only if
they know it closely and are allowed
to participate
freely in its working.
This need not be at the expense of
their immediate academic tasks.

Politics In Aden
"The Americans in Vietnam
are
showing us the way," said Spectator
on- February 10, commenting
on the
last Defence
White
Paper.
The
sheikhs of the South Arabian Federat~on, had they heard this, would have
been heart-broken.
But, sheikhs as
they were, busy roaming in slave
markets, they did not check on what
the British were learn,ing from the
Americans
and
they
em barrassed
George Thomson, British Minister of
State for Foreign Affairs, when he
went to their capital, Al Ittihad, with
all sorts of demands.
They want a
comprehensive
defence
treaty with
Britain before the British troops are
withdrawn
from the crown colony
and the Protectorate;
they want the
British to negotiate
the withdrawal
of UAR troops from Yemen because
the terrorists,
alias nationalists,
of
Aden are taking their cue from that
impossible man Nasser; they do not
want any pre-independence
election,
UN mission or no UN mission, lest
the nationalists
should return
the
majority; they want Britain to maintain troops in Aden, after independence, for peace-keeping.
Not
that
Britain
is unwilling.
Duncan Sandys, who in 1963 foisted
the sheikhs on the Federation, a queer
concoction
by any standard,
wails
that Britain
is leaving
too soon.
("Too soon, too soon", Churchill also
cried when the date of June 1, 1948
was first mentioned
in the House of
Commons for quitting
India).
He
wants to bash the nationalists;
he
wants to help the sheikhs reorganise
the federal army; he wants to stay
on. But
the problem
of Geoq?;e
Brown is, how to be subtle and do
it. Here
comes Spectator.
Maintaining a miliitary base on foreign
soil costs hell of a lot-£28
million
in Arabia;
it is politically provocative; it involves vilification
in the
UN corridors;
and what is more, the
Americans don't do it. The Americans in Vietnam have taught the British 210W to create an instant base.
They have "to find or make an airfield near some sheltered water in a
politically sterile area-preferably
on

an island, to which can be flown and
sailed the appropriate
logistics to
support larger forces."
Today's use
of Aden is two-dimensional
and out·
dated:
the trappings of a base-de·
pots, local labour, families with their
schools and hospitals, an air of heavy
permanance-do
not go with modern
times. The Americans would have
left Aden and the Protectorate
and
made a competent
use of Bahrein,
which would make Aden wholly un·
necessary, militarily speaking.
That is why George Brown and
his Foreign Office want to get out 01
Aden and South Arabia and get oul
fast. The nationalists
are becoming
hot.
They are barbarians,
didn't
they attempt to kill a British woman
the other day?
George Brown has
shed the British fascination with Law
renee of Arabia and advanced the
date of independence
to November
67. Everything' was okay if the na·
tionalists obliged, if they forgave and
forgot that they were hounded out
of their country by the sheikhs, if the
joined hands with the sheikhs t
make a new constitution
and live
happily ever after. The Foreign Offic
ensured that the sale of British ar
was not endangered in Saudi Arabi
and liberated Arabia.
To persuade the Adeni nationalis
to form a loose federation with th
sheikhs of the South Arabian Fed
ration, to find out the strength
the nationalists
and to manoeuvre
pre-independence
election,
a thr
nation UN mission will be visiti
Aden and the Protectorate
this wee
The British want all this facade
democracy;
being the father of p
liamentary
government,
it is the'
holy duty to pass the clap-trap on
South Arabia.
They can now wa
their hands of Aden, because Ba
rein is ready; after that they wi
write a book on anti-colonialis
The nationalists,
it is a pity, are n
idiots; they do not accept the go
faith of Britain over the mission
didn't
Britain
refuse to accept I
proposal that any of the three of t
mission should come from a counl
that has been critical of British
licy in Aden? As Abdullah al Asna
the exiled leader, and Chairman
Flosy (Front for the Liberation
Occupied South Yemen) said,
British wound not leave unless Ih
were physically eliminated,
and
truck with the sheikhs.
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Time For A Second
Republic
FROM

A

POLITICAL

CORRESPONDENT

11 DIAN

poverty extends to political thinking and leadership. The
Communist leadership in the country is over 40 years old but the Indian left is still an amorphous, uncertain quantity, unprepa'red
except
perhaps in three States, to replace
the disintegrating Congress .
Political scientists from abroad,
trafficking in public credulity, have
almost sold us the theory that the disintegration of the Congress would
mean the collapse of Indian
unity
and the death of democracy.
This
fits into the matrix of the "left
fa hionist" thinking in New Delhi
now. The theory of single-party dominance of the Congress with all the
others constituting "marginal
pressure" groups loses its validity with
the emergence of the Communists
and the SSP as the principal forces
of the Left. Outside
these two,
every non-Congress party of any
consequence is a marginal
pressure
!(roup wh05e strength outside
the
Congrn depends on the strengt.h of
its lobby inside.
But. with the overthrow
of the
C. B. Gupta Ministry in Uttar Pradesh, more than half the country's
population has been
"liberated"
from the Congress and the disintegration of the Congress would not
wait for an unready Left. At the
same time, with nine of the States
Io;t to it, a Congress Government at
the Centre becomes an anachronism.
The Constitution becomes an anachronism too because it was essentiall)' contrived for a situation involving one-party dominance or at best,
a clas ical two-party British model:
o single party can replace the Congr in all the States and a multiparty polity is emerging now. .A:longide. the chances of a rightist comf>act,of the Congress, Swatantra and
the .TanSangh is also a distinct possibility at the Centre but this compact
cannot extend to all the States. In
any case, Congress dominance
cannot be replaced by the dominance of
the rightist compact.

The immediate
possibility is that
the Congress would lose Andhra Pradesh,
M ysore
and
Assam
while
Madhya Pradesh, Gujar'at and Maharashtra might last for the Congress
for some time to come.
.
Either
non-Congress
governments
will come into being in some of the
States Congress would lose in the
immediate future or there would be
long spells of President's Rule. This
is a distortion built into our Constitution.
But this should be the time for the
Left to demand a second Republic
with a new Constitution.
The Constitution,
drafted by a Constituent
Assembly riot elected on the basis of
adult franchise, has lost its relevance.
A qualitative
change is coming over
Indian democracy and a unitary Constitution
of the kind we now have
is obsolete
and vicious.
The Supreme Court judgment
on fundamental
rights,
in the opinion
of
many, impinges on the sovereignty
of Parliament.
But instead of wailing over the judgment, the parties of
the Left should demand a new Constitution
to restore the supremacy of
Parliament.

How Long?
Speaking of the short-term
prospect, how long would the Central
Government
in its present form last?
It is sure to collapse in 15 months. as
predicted by Mr C. Raj agopalach ari.
But would that necessarily
lead to
fresh elections to Parliament?
It is
guite likely that defections from the
Congress in the States would lead to
floor-crossing in the Lok Sabha too.
But the Swatantra Party and the Jan
Sangh would do everything to keep
the pre.sent Government
in office at
the Centre.
Dependence
on these
marginal
pressure groups would be
necessary for Mrs Gandhi's
survival
as Prime Minister.
But a challenge
to her position could grow from within. A revolt in the Congress Parliamentary Party could force her resignation without the need for any censure or defeat in the Lok Sabha.
Her overthrow need not lead to
dissolution of the Lok Sabha because
a National
Government,
which is a
euphemism
for a rightist
compact,
would take the place of the singleparty Government
at the Cent.e.
More important
than the change
in Congress
strength
in the Lok
Sabha due to defections in the States
would be the change in the factional

alignments within the Congress Parliamentary
Party.
The
intra-party
crisis might be forced by a national
issue or a national crisis or by factional factors.
A rightist compact
in power at
the Centre should necessarily sharpen
the conflict with the States with
leftist Governments and the Constitution would come under new strains.
The last of the constitutions
the British gave the ex-colonials has survived
from one banal situation to another
but the stage has arrived
for a second Republic
and a Constitution
which would define State-Central
relations
and
give
democracy
its
content.
Svetlana Debate
The debate on the Svetlana affair
in the Lok Sabha found the Right
Communists fretting and fuming and
their stand in the House which in
effect was one of studied
passivity
stemmed from certain awkward compulsions.
To them, it could not have
been anything
more than the issue
of the CIA whisking
Svetlana
off
from India and their anxiety was to
exonerate
the Government
of Indi~
of any charge of complicity.
Which,
surprisingly does not conform to Moscow's own stance, if this report is
correct: 'The Ambassador, Mr Kewal
Singh, tried hard to get an appointment with Mr Kosygin to do a bit of
explaining
but {ailed.
The
next
best he could do was to meet Mr
Gromyko, with great difficulty again,
only to find that the Soviet Government resented
India's
role in the
episode and a lot of the plain-speaking was meant to be conveyed to Mrs
Gandhi.
Whereupon,
she wrote a
long letter to Mr Kosygin.
The upshot of the episode would be a {reezeback in Indo-Soviet relations and Mr
Kosygin's long-postponed
visit to India, scheduled for April-May may be
put off indefinitely. And if Mr Kosygin visits Pakistan in the near future
dropping India out of his itinerary,
the caricature of our non-alignment,
which is in effect dual satellitism of
the United
States and the USSR,
would be completed by the Svetlana
episode.

•

•

The problem
of non-eo-operation
of the intelligence
agencies of the
State Government
with the agencies
of the Centre
(vide Delhi Letter,
NoW') March 24) has been solved by
New Delhi by deciding to expand the

,
I

operations
of the Central Bureau of
Investigation.
The
security
check
on candidates
or Central
Government jobs would now be made by
the CBl's machinery
and not the
State intelligence
agencies.
In fact,
Kerala has ended the obnoxious practice of police verification
for State
Government
jobs. In the past, the
Centre used to depend on the State
intelligence services for screening candidates for junior positions while for
senior jobs, the Centre used to conduct its own "parallel"
investigation
in addition.
It wouldn't be surprising if the CBI is streamlined
by a
couple of FBI experts to meet the.
new needs I Co-operation
between
the State and Central
intelligence
agencies was identified as one of the'
possible "irritants"
in Centre-State
relations
but it would remain
an
irritant
still, even after the latest
decision to expand the CBr machinery. Alongside
the swearing-in
of
the Ajoy Mukherji Ministry in West
Bengal,
the CBl's Calcutta
headquarters was upgraded with no plausible explanation
of the need for it.
But now it can be told.
April 2, 1967

Parliament

O-Hour Dithers
RUBBER-NECK

A

many-spintered
quantity though,
the beefed-up
Opposition
certainly did not expect to be taken for
a ride by Mrs Indira Nehru Gandhi
(as Mr George Fernandes insists on
calling her) over the Deputy Speakership.
And what happened
would
certainly not make for cordial relationship between the Opposition
and
the ruling party, platitudes
notwithstanding.
As Mr R. K. Khadilkar
took his new seat (Mr Frank Anthony looked on helpless and there
was not one from the Opposition
to
lead him to his seat), the row after
row of empty seats behind him provided a sad commentary on Mrs Indira
Gandhi's
leadership
acumen.
The three "divisions"
on the Congress side were full and there was a
small spill-over to the fourth, most
of which was empty.
Mr Frank Anthony, Mr A. E. T. Barrow (both of
them nominated
members) . and Mr
Mohomed Sayeed from far-away Lac-

cadives were the only non-Congress
members.
The fifth "division"
was
empty and so was the sixth until Mr
Khadilkar
moved in. The
Prime
Minister who would not say a word
when Mr Masani wanted to know if
she still stood by her assurance, made
a statement
which was contradicted
by Mr Masani in her presence the
next day. The Congres!, majority in
the House is as thin as the sprinkling
in the fourth
"division"
but the
party's prestige took a nose-dive as the
Opposition exodus began that day.
The food debate and the one on
the President's
address were listless
but excitement
there was in plenty.
The Left Communists stole the show
much to the discomfiture of the Right
Communists
and the SSP. The SSP
made up for it by staging the noisy
row over the MP's right to speak his
mother-tongue
but the Right Communists,
plagued
by
ideological
spasms, had little
to write home
about.
.
Mr A. K. Gopalan could have said
a lot more on Lt. Gen. Kaul's book.
But the schoolmaster
that he once
was, he wanted to be down-to-earth
and his speech never got off the
ground.
"Sir, this is 'The
Untold
Story' by Lt. Gen. B. M. Kaul," h~
began, holding a copy of the book
to the gaze of those in front of him
and
annotated
every passage
he
quoted, like a pedagogue.
Mr Swaran Singh, the Defence Minister, did
still worse. The Government
would
not take a long time to examine the
book but the House should remember that the passages in the book
were long, he said, piqued by a Congress member's remark that the Minister had taken 15 to 20 minutes without meeting any of the points raised. The Defence Minister was very
much on the defensive and quibbled
and quibbled,
the criminal
lawyer
from ]ullunder
that he once was.
The
Opposition
was up against a
stone wall and was licked.
Mr Gopalan's moment of triumph
came but not over Gen. Kaurs book.
A glum-looking
V. C. Shukla
was
forced to read the unread sentence
in his statement
and he must have
had the clammy feeling of having to
swallow something
from the deepfreeze when he qid express regret
for all those allegations
of graft
again'bt Mr Gopalan.
"Pretty Girl"
The merciless

interrogation

of Mr

Morarji Desai over the alleged ex·
ploits of Peace Corps volunteers provided a touch of colour to question·
hour that day. Mr P. K. Vasudevan
Nair was intrigued by the mysterious
activities of "a pretty girl", aged 25,
by name Miss Joyce Russel, but Mr
Morarji Desai did not know anything
of the "pretty girl".
But the best was yet to be, when
Dr Lohia went lyrical and wound up
his sentimental
speech quoting
a
couplet
by an Urdu
poet who
longed for six feet of land in her
lover's alley, over the Svetlana affair.
The diminutive Doctor· reminisced of
his meetings with Svetlana and Brijesh Singh and recalled the days d
Hitler.
I:Ie interpreted
Svetlana's
letter to a friend in his own dialectical way (after all he is the only
member in the Home who has read
Marx in original German before he
was distorted by his translators)
but
the learned former Chief Justice of
the Bombay High Court had a dif·
ferent interpretation.
Words could
mean so many different
things, as
poor little Alice found.
In the end, the Svetlana mystery
got curiouser and curiouser and Dr
Lohia could have saved Mr M. C.
Chagla all the embarrassment
if he
had only offered her shelter as he
wanted to.
The chill blasts of the language
cold war lashed the House when the
Chair least expected it. Mr Chapala.
kanta Bhattacharya
was holding the
fort until Mr Khadilkar relieved him
until he was in turn relieved by the
Speaker himself.
The SSP member
from Mysore succeeded in speaking
in Kannada and one did not quite
know
whose
defeat
it
was--o£
the
English
enthusiasts
or
the
Hindi protagonists.
And it dawned
on us for once that we are a multi·
lingual country and the Press Gallery
stalwarts had to pretend
that the)
knew all the 14 languages hereafter.
The DMK member
from Madra.
swayed on his feet, almost 180 de
grees from where he stood as most
members did not understand
a word
of his speech, a cluster of ornat
Tam~l phrases on the food situation
But more telling than the speech
in Kannada and Tamil was Mr N
Sreekantan Nair's lone voice of seces
sion. If the Centre treated the peO' ~
pIe of Kerala as third-class citizen
they would have to think of thei
own sovereignty, the oracle of th
RSP declaimed to the stunned Can·
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"Pretty Girl"
The

merciless

interrogation

of Mr

Morarji Desai over the alleged ex
ploits of Peace Corps volunteers provided a touch of colour to question.
hour that day. Mr P. K. Vasudevan
N air was intrigued by the mysteriou
activities of "a pretty girl", aged 25,
by name Miss Joyce Russel, but Mr
Morarji Desai did not know anything
of the "pretty girl".
But the best was yet to be, when
Dr Lohia went lyrical and wound up
his sentimental
speech quoting a
couplet
by an Urdu
poet who
longed for six feet of land in her
lover's alley, over the Svetlana affair,
The diminutive Doctor reminisced of
his meetings with Svetlana and Bri·
jesh Singh and recalled the days of
Hitler.
!:Ie interpreted
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letter to a friend in his own dialec·
tical way (after all he is the only
member in the Home who has read
Marx in original German before he
was distorted by his translators)
bul
the learned former Chief Justice of
the Bombay High Court had a dif·
ferent interpretation.
Words could
mean so many different
things, as
poor little Alice found.
In the end, the Svetlana mystery
got curiouser and curiouser and Dr
Lohia could have saved Mr M. C.
Chagla alI the embarrassment
if he
had only offefled her shelter as he
wanted to.
The chill blasts of the language
cold war lashed the House when the
Chair least expected it. Mr Chapalakanta Bhattacharya
was holding the
fort until Mr Khadilkar relieved him
until he was in turn relieved by the
Speaker himself.
The SSP member
from Mysore succeeded in speaking
in Kannada and one did not quite
know
whose
defeat
it
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(
the
English
enthusiasts
or
the
Hindi protagonists.
And it dawned
on us for once that we are a multi·
lingual country and the Press Galler,
stalwarts had to pretend
that the)
knew all the 14 languages hereafter.
The DMK member
[flam Madra
swayed on his feet, almost 180 de
grees from where he stood as mo t
members did not understand
a word
of his speech, a cluster of ornat
Tam~l phrases on the food situation
But more telling than the speecheJ
in Kannada and Tamil was Mr .
Sreekantan Nair's lone voice of secession. If the Centre treated the people of Kerala as third-class citizen
they would have to think of their
own sovereignty, the oracle of the
RSP declaimed to the stunned Con
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Tarakeshwari
inha, ordered to sit down by Mr
Tair,continued to stand defiantly to
tell Mr Chapalakanta
Bhattacharya
in the chair that she certainly
did
not mind Mr Nair's monopoly
of
"impertinence and bad manners."
And Mr Nair did not mind her remarks, either.
It was ad to see Mrs Tarakeshwari
Sinha repeatedly shouted down by
nch veterans as Mr S. M. Joshi when
she tried to make a point of order
and sadder still when she had to
leave the House, though for a short
while.
In the Rajya Sabha, it was the
arne ebullient Mr Bhupesh Gupta,
now clashing with Mr Morarji Desai
and again with some other Minister,
but for Mr Raj Narain there was
no forgetting that mink coat. But
Ir Manibai Patel of the Lok Sabha
certainl} takes the cake for his
maiden speech. When
the nonofficial resolution on automation
in
the LTC was being debated,
Mr

Patel got his .:hance but seemed pre·
pared to speak on the food problem
and nothing
else. He treated
the
House to wholesome advice on the
need for 50-feet wide canals to crisscross the entire country as the practical solution to food problem, when
he was reminded through a point of
order that automation
was the subject under discussion.
The member
could not switch from food to automation.
He said he opposed all the
points made in favour of the resolution by Opposition
members
and
wound up as Mr K. Manoharan
in
the chair looked relieved.
And so the week ended, with :l
Press verSllS MPs cricket match to
round it off. There were exactly 98
people to watch as the match begun
but AIR provided a running
com·
mentary in Hindi and English.
Tailpiece:
Speaker Sanjiva Reddy
to Dr Lohia:
"Please don't add to
the confusion .... "
April
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Down South

DMI( : An Alternative

Focus?

M. R.

I withtheirtheobsessive
preoccupation
mystique of national
1

integration, every all-India party has
been wishing sub-nationalisms
away.
The Communists in the South came
close to realising this mistake but not
quite. Those among them who wok
Lenin's formulations on the right of
nationalities to self-determination
or
talin's definition of a nationality too
riously were promptly branded as
"sece ionists" by their all-India leader hip, which like that of any other
national party was dominated by the
Hindi orth. The mass base of the
undivided Communist Party after Independence was in the South and
est Bengal, but look at the disproportionate number of Central Committee members from the Hindi hinrland and Maharashtra I If what
the two Communist parties now say
on the language issue had been said,
y. fifteen years earlier by the undivided party, the fortunes of the DMK
ould have been different.
But the
licy was one of unmitigated oppornism.

When regional requirements
and
sub-national
interests
go unrelated
to national aspirations,
the preoccupation
with
national
integration
looks bizarre. The DMK enthusiast's
argument is that India was never one
nation and that what is claimed to
be India was never ruled by a single
Power at any time in history.
India
might have been a cultural
entity
but was never a political entity. It
is difficult to refute this argument· because it is a fact that a sense of nationhQod l?as not developed and there
are several essential
distortions
in
the situation.
We never knew we
were Indians until the British came
in to unite us and call us Indians.
The total rejection of the Congress
by two of the most intelligent
electorates
in the country-in
Madras
and Kerala-is
something more than
an anti-Congress
vote. In Madras,
ironically, the Congress had bee doing better than in other States as the
party in power.
It had had a relatively stable, clean and efficient administration.
The progress in edu-

cation,
rural electrification
and industrialisation
had been phenomenal. But the massive breakthrough
of the DMK at the 1962 polls was
proof that the good record of the
Congress in a State could be cancelled out by Central policies. The 1967
elections underlined
this clearly. It
was partly a vote against the Centre,
the sum Wtal of Central
policies
which amounted
to domination over
the South.
The revolt in Madras represents
the Tamil electorate's
search for an
identity,
for a destiny outside the
influence of the all-India parties and
an attempt to set up an alternative
focus to New Delhi where its interests are involved.
At the recent
meeting
of the right CPI's central
executive, some members in their belated wisdom went to the extent of
saying that the DMK movement was
an expression of Tamil nationalism I
No all-India party has understood the
South and the DMK votary should
be forgiven if .he feels that every allIndia party is an instrument
of the
North in its vile machinations
against
the South.
It is not the Southern
backwardness
or the alleged North
Indian exploitation
of the South that
has promoted
secessionist tendencies
in the South. There is nothing backward about the four Southern States
when compared to Orissa, Madhya
Pradesh or the Hindi belt. The revolt is over the basic attitudes.
It is
a conflict between the people who
look ahead and base their demands
on felt needs, as evident from the
Cochin shipyard agitation, the Vizag
and Salem steel plant agitations, and
the Hindi belt which is battling for
cow protection.
The Southerner is quick to see that
those who are making an issue of
lcow protection
also want
Hindi
hegemony
over the whole country
which means the North's cultural hegemony
over the South.
It is' a
naked equation now-Hindi,
Hinduism, free enterprise
and dependence
on the West.
In short, it amounts to
a total negation of .the secular and
socialist aspirations
of the coastal
people by the backward midlanders.
Character of DMK
What is the character of the DMK
as a political party and what is its
.future after winning
power?
Ten
years ago,. the DMK was still a subcommunal
anachronism,
the splinter
of a rabicll'y anti-Brahmin
movement.

9

NOW·
promoted by the British as part of its
policy of counterpoise.
The problem
of minorities was created where there
was none.
The birth of the slogan
for an independent
Dravida
N ad
coincided with the Muslim League
slogan for Pakistan.
The
Justice
Party
from which
the Dravidian
movement grew was the product
of
the British
policy of counterpoise.
The DMK' communal
angularities
softened over the years and paradoxically, the Brahmins have been the
unfaltering
supporters
of the party
since the 1957 elections.
The DMK
fed on communalism
to begin with,
but this coincided with the beginning
of the Tamilisation
of politics
in
Madras.
Long after the DMK had
shed its anti-Brahminism,
the Congress in Tamilnad
under Mr Kamaraj continued to be a communal and
casteist movement.
With the widening of the Tamilian's
identity horizon, the DMK's secularisation
began. It even gave up the secessionist
slogan (an act of unmitigated
political opportunism
though,
because
legislation against secessionist propaganda was coming, in any case).
According
to some, the DMK,
which is still an uncertain
quantity
ideologically because it has no ideological inhibition
whatsoever despite
the vague socialist programme it professes, has in a way "traditionalised"
the political processes in Tamilnad.
It is a well-organised
party with an
extremely manoeuverable
machinery
and draws its support from the small
trader, the urban and rural middle
classes, the uncommited working class
and the agricultural
labourer.
It
did operate in terms of caste identification in the past but its mass base
should have legitimately belonged to
the Communist
movement if only it
had taken note of the Tamilian's
search for national identity.
Some others think that the DMK
is a populist radical movement
but
one should not forget the DMK once
went through a Poujadist phase and
had all the makings of a semi-fascist
movement.
The DMK w~s once revolutionary
in form and reactionary in aim. But
it is still evolving as a political party.
Now the DMK has been swept into
power and the process of politicalisation of the party would be hastened. The aspirations of its following
are the same as those of the following of any leftist party though the
DMK is stilI a middle-of-the-road

party.
Its three weeks in office have
not indicated any pattern but there
are signs that it is breaking
away
from its new-found ally, the Swatantra Party.
The electorate's
verdict
is for a radical alternative
to the
Congress, which at the same time
takes note of the sub-national
aspirations of the people.
Radicalisation
of DMK lpolitics is inevitable
and
the party has to evolve into something more than a democratic middleof-the-road party like the Congress.
Mr Annadurai's
stance after taking
over office betrayed a certain anxiety
to prove that the DMK has matured
into a parliamentary
party with the
utmost regard for constitutional
propriety and decorum.
He was all too
anxious to assure the Centre that he
was not for a showdown.
But the
DMK leadership
is likely to come
under pressure Irom its following on
several issues. Mr Annadurai's
stance
on Hindi changed
within
a bare
ten days and he said if they failed
with the Centre, his Ministry would
quit.
In neighbouring
Kerala, the Muslim League's politics have been undergoing a measure of secularisation
under the impact of a powerful Left
Communist
movement
in Malabar.
In Madras, the leftist movement is so
weak that any radicalisation
in the
DMK's following should cOme as a
result of the pressure {rom its own
following.

Another Possibility
But there is another
possibility,
which might sound wild at this stage.
The Congress in Tamilnad
has been
communal and chauvinistic all along
and Mr Kamarqj has had a role in
promoting
these tendencies in a bid
to outdo the Dravida Kazhagam and
the DMK.
The Congress could not
carry these trends
to the ultimate
point because it was an all-India
party.
A section o{ the DMK which
broke off to form the Tamil National
Party has now merged with the Congress. The Dravida Kazhagam,
the
parent body of the DMK, which has
virtually
been assimilated
by the
Congress,
now provides
the cadre
strength for the Congress.
The Congress carries in it a large separatist
element.
So the separatist
threat
wOl.\.ld come {rom elements
in the
Tamilnad Congress and not from the
DMK.
The Congress under Mr Kamaraj
might turn irredentist and separatist,

with a premium on Tamil chauvin·
ism. The 5,25,000 repatriates
from
Ceylon, who would have to be aiJ.
.sorbed largely in Madras State over
the next 10 years under the Shastri·
Sirimavo agreement,
would provide
the agitation cannon-fodder
and even
a Shiva Sena-type
storm
trooper
brigade.
If the DMK fails over the next five
years and does not turn left, the dis·
enchantment
among
its followers
would make them look to the Left
Communists
or turn irredentist as a
sublimation
of its "lost glory" ego.
If the Left Communists, still a sparse
quantity,
work out a realistic line
that would relate the regional de·
mands and sub-national
aspiratiam
to the national objectives, the DMK
would move left under the impact 01
the Communist
movement
which
would provide an alternative
to the
DMK.
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United Front Government ca
be credited with having pass
its first major test after assumpti
Tl
of office with honours.
It was on
from
to be expected that the forces of
State
action would exploit the first 0PP
is til
tunity that presented itself to disc
place
dit the new Government. These for
retic,
are after all engendered
out of
varia
very nature of the present socio·e
dit a
nomic structures existing in the cau
sent
try. A progressive Government crea
that
a favourable
situation
for iCarryi
are
on the battle to bring about chan
It is'
in the structure,
it cannot, by
niqUf
mere fact of being there, dissol
withi
those forces.
of th
The task at the moment, once
used.
process of restoring harmony betw
indus
the two communities
involved
and
been completed, is that of identifyi
tive
the forces that were behind the de
when
lopments that took place between
the S
27th and 29th of March.
Up to n
Simi1;
vague allegations have been made a
urrol
charges have been levelled
agai
has i
various elements but the "dark
the r
ces" remain still very much in
toral
dark.
electi,
On
Monday
night
after I
gand;;
sion in the Baghmari
area 0
woule
right of passage to a temple, a m
ing of representatives
of the two
APRI

chauvinates from
to be ab-

tate over
Ie Shastrid provide
and even
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ft, the disfollowers
I the Left
~ntist as a
lory" ego.
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gional despirations
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impact of
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rnment can
ling passed
assumption
t was only
~rces of refirst oppor·
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'hese forces
'out of the
t socio-ecothe coun·
ent creates
r carrying
ut changes
ot, by the
re, dissolve
t, once the
v between
~lved has
iden tifying
d the deveetween the
Up to nOW
made and
ed against
"dark for·
uch in the
after ten·
area over
ble, a meet·
he two com

mUllltiesinvolved was held, a peace
committee was formed and amity
wasapparently restored. But within
a short time, on the basis of certain
rumours, a huge crowd collected and
attacked the spot, set fire to vehicles
and did not even spare a place of
worship. Who circulated these rumours, organised this raid and incited people to commit these acts of
vandalism?
Again on the morning of the 29th
after an agreement had been reached
between the leaders of the Sikh community on bringing out a peaceful
procession,who was the person who
suddenly appeared on the scene,
made an inflammatory speech and
drove a se~ti~n of the rrocessio.nistll
into commlttmg acts 0 vandalIsm?
And finally who were the persons
who made frantic efforts to persuade
the Centre to have President's rule
declared in West Bengal?
It is to be hoped that the judicial
enquiry will lift the curtain on the
mysteryand find the answers to these
questions. It is, however, only by
associatingthe people with the task
of investigation and by taking active
steps to ferret out the facts with the
help of all the resources of the administrative machinery that the mys,
tery can be really unravelled.
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There are many lessons to be learnt
from the ordeal through which the
State has passed. The first of these
is that there is no scope for complacency. While it is of course theoretically realised that attempts 01
varioussorts will be made to discredit and if possible dislodge the present Government, the exact forms
that these attempts are likely to take
are perhaps not fully appreciated.
It is clear now that the age-old technique of playing upon the divisions
within the body politic will be one
of the main weapons that will be
used. West Bengal, particularly the
industrial belts surrounding Calcutta
and Asansol, are particularly sensi·
tive areas and there are pockets
where the majority community of
the State is actually in a minority,
Similar is the situation in the area
urrounding Siliguri. The Congress
has in the past banked heavily on
the minorities for winning its elec·
toral majorities. Even during the
electionsan undercurrent of propa·
ganda was there that a left victory
would immediately lead to the oustAPRIL 7, 1967

ing of' these minorities from West
Bengal.
The statements issued by the United Front Government
have ot
course done much to allay these fears
but prejudices die hard and the
minorities will always be susceptible
to the influence of those who 'would
like to widen the breach between the
majority community and them.
Another tactic that hostile elements may take was also in evidence recently. Inciting people to
take forcible possession of vacant
land or buildings with a view to
forcing the hands of the Government and precipitating clashes between them and the authorities is a
device that was tried out in Kerala

"

earlier and is being attempted now
in this State.
Again, attempts might be made to
inci te or provoke workers in industrial units to resort to adventurist
tactics. Such trends have also been
noticed and are already providing
grist to the mill of those who would
like nothing better than to prove
that the present Government would
be disastrous from the point of view
of industrial development and the
smooth working of industry in this
State. Even though instances of this
nature have been fortunately few,
the underlying frustration in the
working class faced with threats o£
retrenchment, lay-offs, cut in working hours can provide fertile soil for
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the spread of adventurist
ideas.
If
This also requires the building up
the trade union
leadership
cannot
of an active volunteer
corrs which
develop a sense of restraint in the face
can function as the arm 0 the poof this situation
and work out corpular
committees.
If the current
rect slogans
and tactics it might
talk about minimising
the interferagain lead to an ugly situation which
ence of the police has to be translated
would be exploited by those who are
into reality, it can only be done if
out to weaken and destroy the ·pre·
a non-official volunteer corps is there
sent Government.
to see that discipline is maintained,
Finally, it is necessary also to be
that the decisions of the popular gov·
watchful of attempts
that will be
ernment
are executed
and the ra·
made to create artificial scarcities of
tionale of the pOlicies of the new
foodstuffs and other essential com·
Government
is explained
to the
modities.
This could create a crisis
ma~ses. In the absence of this, spoin the urban areas where only rice
rad.Ic ou!bursts
fol~owe.d by police
and wheat are rationed but other
actIOn WIll become mevItable despite
equally essential
commodities,
such
all the best wishes of the United
Front Government.
as mustard oil, daIs, spices and other
things are not, as also in the rural
There might be a feeling that the
areas where for the current year at
cadres of the various parties constileast even modified
rationing
will
tuting the United Front are already
there and could perform these funcnot be in existence.
Perhaps the most important
lesson
tions, but it has to be realised that
to be learnt from the events that took
the tasks ahead are enormous
and
place recently is the need for going
the cadres of all these parties put
ahead with the proposal
to form
together are inadequate
for the purpopular
committees
all over the
pose. It has also to be realised that
State. Much has been said about
a call for building up a United Front
the need for popular cooperation but
volunteer
corps could at this mothis may degenerate into a platitude
ment find far greater response than
if steps are not taken to build up
a call for enrolment
of membership
channels of communication
between
of any party constituting
the front.
the Ministers and the people and if
The rules of arithmetic
do not al.
suitable instruments
are not evolved
ways apply in poHtics where
the
through
which
popular
initiative
whole is often greater than the sum
may express itself in an organised
of the various parts constituting
that
whole.
and purposeful
manner.
The only form of popular contact .
at the moment is the reception that
On April 1, the waiters in the
has become a feature
of the postIndian Coffee House on Chittaranjan
election scene. This craze for garAvenue-Waterloo
Street looked rather
landing is a hangover of the tradishamefaced,
and the faces of many
tional pattern set by the Congress in
a. customer fell when they paid the
which there are "leaders" at the top
bIll. The prices of many items have
and "masses" below and nothing in
been raised by 50 per cent.
Cold
between.
That
form of organisa.
coffee costs (in what is called the
tion could serve a party which only
House of Lords) 60 paise instead of
wanted to utilise the masses while
40,. one. fried egg the same, potato
preventing
the development
of iniw.aIfers IS 10 p~ise more a plate. One
tiative at lower levels. No radical
pIece of toast IS 30 p. A wholesome
change in the functioning
of the
meal of one fried egg, a slice of plain
Government
can take place if this
bread and a glass of cold coffee costs
pattern is not changed and if organi1.35 instead of 90 p. One pays Re 1
sation at the grass-roots level cannot
for potato waifers and cold coffee
instead of 70 p.
'
be effectively introduced.
The exercise of democratic
rights will only
This is the second time prices have
become real in a situation where pobeen raised within a year. Such a
pular committees at the lowest level
steep rise-reportedly
at the instance
have a chance to share in the tasks
of the Central Ministry of Commerce
of administrtaion.
-of
course goes well with the declared policy of the Government
to
NOW
hold the price line.
If this is to be
i available at Students' Corner,
taken 'as a straw in the wind, heaven
P.O. Kharagpur
Technology,
help us when the regular budget is
Kharagpur,
S.E. Railway
announced.
•
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AN EXHIBITION
ORGANISED

HAS BEEN
ON

ZOOS IN THE
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

T

at the

ALIPORE ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN
by the Managing Committee
of the
Alipore Zoological Garden in colla·
~oration with the Trade Representa.
tIOn of the German Democratic Re·
public. It is a unique exhibition held
for the first time in India. It remains
open up to 30th April, 1967 daily

up to 5 p.m.
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ZOOS IN THE
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
presents the eight Zoological Gardem
of the GDR through
photographs,
models and charts.
It gives an idea
of the role of the Zoological Gardens
of the GDR as cultural and recrea·
tional establishments,
as places of
public education in Biology, as scien·
tific research centres and as preserves
for imperilled species of animah.
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T HEveryoil strategic
industry

Trombay
with an output
of. four
in India holds a
million tonnes of petroleum products
position.
Both
every year. Constructed
with a total
the private and the public sector exist
capital investment
of Rs 29 crores
in the industry simultaneously.
But
and 41 lakhs, they earned a net profit
unlike other industries in India the
of Rs 34 crores and 26 lakhs between
rivate sector in oil is full
aminat1954 and 1964. Esso refinery is also
e
y oreign capital.
Of the total
its present capacity i~
orelgn lllvestment m the private sec- at Troinbay;
2.75
million
tonnes.
Constructed
tor in India nearly 250/0 is owned
with a total capital investment
of
and controlled by foreign oil comRs 15 crores and 95 lakhs, they earned
)lanies
Burmah-Shell, Esso and Cala net profit of Rs 121,363,000/- in
tex, these three British and American
the same period.
Caltex
refinery
oil cartels have
an
investment
of Rs. 175 crores (pre-devaluation
ratc) . ~s agamst this investment they together rem I e
rom n la a tota
amount of Rs. 735 crores and 58
(Cala s etween
an
as 1S- Standard Oil Co. of California
tex in India)
r osed by the Mimster or etroleum
Texaco
(Caltex in India)
and Chemicals in Parliament
on
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) (Esso
Marth 9, 1966 .
in India)
urma - hell is a subsidiary com:
pany of Royal Dutch Shell group;
Esso is fully owned by Standard
Oil
was started
in 1957 at Vizag; as
Company of New Jersey, and Caltex
against a total investment
of Rs 14
is a 50: 50 partnership between Texas
crores and 12 lakhs they earned a
Oil Company und Standard Oil Comnet profit of Rs 42,739,000 up to
pam' of California.
They function
1964.
(Details disclosed by the Minin vertical combination, owning and
ister for Petroleum and Chemicals in
operatmg oil wells, refineri~s, pipethe Lok Sabha on March 9, 1966).
liN'S. a hu!!c tanker tleet for tr;Jns·
During British rule, Burmah-ShelJ
port of crude and refined oil pronucts
expanded
their business
taking
adand marketing organisations. But the
vanta/?e of imperial
I?refere~c~ a~d
different phases of operation
and
were.m the commandmg
posItIOn m
functioning are regulated under the
the l!ldustry.
After ,independence,
names of different companies owned jAmencan
Oil compaDles strengthenby the same parent company.
Profit
ed ~h.eir foothold. and improved their
earned by all these holding composItIOn very qUIckly. Up to 1959
panies is reflected in the balancesheet
these three foreign
011
com anies
of the parent company' in the lJSA
w r con ro mg
'0 0
ten
Ianand the UK. The international
oil
petroleum business,-Tncluding
import
tycoons are fabulously rich. A story
of crude oil refined in their Indian
goes like this: once two oil magnates
refineries and deficit refined products
went in for an excursion in Texas
and their sale all over India.
and while they we.re in a city, one of
Before
1960, whenever
the emthe friends wanted to buy the latest
ployees in foreign oil firms demandmodel Buick, valued at about $35,000.
ed higher pay the companies did not
The other friend paid the money,
deny their unlimited
capacity
but
5a)'in~"you stand the lunch todav and
said that higher pay for oil workers
I'll huy the car for you".
'
would create wide disparities
with
According to the latest information
workers in other industries
and urr
availahle from the Bulletin of Trade
set industrial
relations all over the
Union International ot ChemIcal, 011
country.
an
.Jed vVor: ers
ct.o er- ovemDrainage
er !}Illii, the three major American
The situation
changed
when the
Oil companies having business in
Government
of India !=ould 'hot reIndia made profits as indicated
in
sist demands to restrict the fabulous
the table that follows.
drainage of national wealth through
Burmah-Shell has a refinery
at
APRIL 7. 1967

the operations of the foreign oil companies in India.
A radical change
took place when the USSR and Ru·
mania offered to prospect and drill
in this country and also to construct
refineries
in the State sector. The
State sector undertaking,
Indian Oil
Corporation,
came into existence in
1960 and
started
functioning
as
a marketing company selling oil products refined in the State sector refineries.
At present there are four
refineries in the State sector, at Gauhati (with Rumanian
help), with a
capacity of 1.5 million
tonnes, at
Barauni
(2.5 million tonnes) constructed
with
Soviet assistance,
at
Koyali, with a capacity of 2.5 million
tonnes, and at Cochin (in combina(Figures
1st half
] 965

in million
] st half
1966

dollars)
Increase

198.9
306.8

212.9
333

7.00/0

505

561.0

11.1%

8.50/0

tion with Phillips
Oil Co. of the
USA) with a capacity of 2.5 million
tonnes.
Of the total refinery capacity, nine million tonnes are in the
State sector, and 8.5 million tonnes .
(including Assam Oil Company operating a small refinery at Digboi with
a capacity of 0.5 million tonnes) are
in the hands of foreign oil cartels.
But these cartels control about 650/0
of .the marketing
business, leaving
350/0 in the hands of Indian Oil Corporation.
However, in overall effect,
the total volume of business of the
foreign oil firms has increased
in
spite of the State sector.
In 1956 the
total marKeting business of Burmah·
Shell, Esso and Caltex together w'!s
five million
tonnes, which is now
nearly 9.5 million
tonnes excluding
the international
bunkering.
This
is due to the fact that oil consumption in India is increasing very fast.
Moreover, the foreign oil firms, thanks
to their long standing, have a firm
hold on marketing, with the facilities
at their disposal as indicated in the
Table on Page 14.
The loss of monopoly
hold over
the petroleum business in India due
to the State sector undertaking
unnerved
the foreign
oil companies
and they started
regrouping
their
position.
This has a vital relation
with the pricing
formula.
Up to
.1957 the prices of petroleum
pro-

Installations
Burmah-Shell
Esso
Caltex

8

13
6
(Ref:

Sales Office~
26

33 .
13

lndian Petroleum

ducts sold in India were fixed accord·
ing to the Valued Stock Accounting
(U .S.) formula.
Under this formula
foreign oil companies used to make
a profit at 100/0 on the total cost incurred by them for storage, distribution and marketing; the more the expenses incurred, the greater the pro.
fit. The foreign oil companies used
t.o multiply their expenses, taking ad.
vantage of this formula.
However,"
the major profit was on crude and
refined oil imported
by them; this
profit was included in the invoiceprice, i.e., import
price.
The accounting method of the foreign oil
companies is such that. when they
buy crude
and
refined
products
through
their
parent
organisation
they treat these as if they are buying
them from a third party.
But. as
soon as the purchase deal is over,' the
bulk of the profit (included in the
invoice price) is transferred.
On the
insistence of oil workers' the Govern·
ment had to set up an enquiry committee, which recommended
restriction of the abnormal
nature of ex·
penses.
Subsequently
the U.S. for·
mula was drastically changed by the
Damle
Committee
(1961),
which
normalised the ratio of expenses and
fixed the ceiling selling prices of petroleum products, giving a return of
12% on capital employed
by the
foreign
oil firms.
The Talukdar
Committe
submitted
its report
in
August 1965 and reiterated
the pricing formula given by the Damle Committee.
The
Tariff
Commission
while fixing the selling prices of im·
ported products allowed a 120/0 return and this formla was allowed jn
case of oil products also.
But the foreign oil firms started
grumbling
as soon as the Government of India gave effect to the
Damle Committee's recommendations
in fixjng the ceiling selling prices of
petroleum
products.
They
started
squeezing the workers out in the name
of economy.
The advent of the State sector in
the oil industry,
four refineries in
the State sector and revision of the
pricing formula made the foreign oil
firms desperate to retain their profits;
they wanted substantial
increase of
14

Avlation & Inland
Depots
500

362
86
Handbook-19M)

Retail

Pumps

3247
1614
1585

their· refinery thruput
so that they
could bring more crude oil from their
own sources against dollar and sterling. When
this attempt. did not
succeed, they tried for some other
concession in the field of the ferti·
lizer industry.
The foreign oil firms
hold interest in giant international
fertilizer
corporations.
But this attempt also proved
ineffective
inasmuch as the provisional
agreement
with. the Betchel Corporation
of the
USA for erection of a few fertilizer
factories fell through.
So the brunt 'of the attack came on
the workers.
From 1960 to 1966 September Burmah-Shell
reduced
their
staff strength by 37.6% in the mar·
keting organisation
and 22.690/0 in
refinery; E'sso 26.24% in marketing
and
36.540/0
in refinery;
Caltex
29.15% in marketing and 26.770/0 in
refinery.
Mode of Operation
For job elimination
the foreign
oil firms resorted to drastic rationalisation, reorganisation
and automation.
They installed electronic computers in Bombay offices, centralising
the entire accounting
work followed
by extn:me
decentralisation.
The
mode of operation· has also been so
changed
as to affect the workers.
During this process of job elimination thousands or workers and clerks
became idle. They are being forced
to accept premature
retirement
un·
der the so-called Voluntary
Retirement Scheme.
The workmen
are
kept in a surplus pool ~ithout
any
work.
While they get tired of sitting idle, the companies offer some
money and make them. leave. This
is what they call voluntary
retirement.
The most glaring manifestation of this attempt was <H Caltex,
Calcutta.
To elimmate jobs through
rationalisation,
,reorganisation
and
automation,
Caltex removed all work,
office records, typewriters
and even
the attendance
register, from their
Calcutta office on November 20, 1966
at night,
taking
advantage
of the
Puja holidays.
All the 106 employees
are noJV jobless and they are staging
a sit-in day and night,
inside the
office, demandi~g restoration of work

and job security.
This action of the
American oil company has created a
national
scandal
and
highlighted
some major questions.
"Can job elimination
be permitted
in Indian conditions through ration·
alisation, reorganisation
and automa·
tion?
Can these foreign companies
be allowed freedom to function to
the detriment of the workers? Should
.national interests be sacrificed to al·
low the foreign oil companies to con·
tinue their business in India?)
The issues created by rationalisation, reorganisation
and automation
cannot be solved within the framework of the Industrial
Disputes Act.
Particularly
for this reason a Model
Agreement
on rationalisation
was
agreed upon between
the Govern·
ment, employers and the workers at
the 15th Indian Tripartite
Labour
Conference in 1957. It was stipulat.
ed that such measures "which do
not serve the real economic interest
in the present
conditions
of the
country should be avoided".
It was
.also agreed that "there should be no
retrenchment
or loss of earning of
the existing employees" and "before
any such change is effected, the company shall give reasonable
notice
ranging from 3 weeks to 3 month"
to the union (s) of its intention
t:D
effect the change".
It is also incumbent upon
the
employer,
under
this
Agreement,
to furnish
in·
formation
regarding
the
change
and the unions
were assured of
"adequate
opportunity
to study
the new change
to enable
it to
gauge the workload and the earnings
of the employees engaged in the new
operation".
Further,
it was clearly
stipulated
that "there should be an
equitable sharing of benefits" arising
out of the new measures as between
the community,
the employer and
the workers.
Finally,
according
to
the Model Agreement,
there should
be prior agreement with the pnion,
and for introduction
o~ new machine
or technique, it provided for, in the
event of any difference between the
Union and the management,
arbitra·
tion and adjudication:
The Model Agrement has not been
followed either by the Government
or the private employers, not to speak
of foreign oil companies.
When the
Government
installed
an electronic
computer in Bombay, it violated this
agreement.
Even after the Caltex
issue, the State sector undertaking,
Indian Oil Corporation,
installed 8
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most modern accounting
machine
(IBM 407) in their Calcutta Office
with the help of the police on Sunday, January 8, 1967, completely dis·
regarding the recognised
union.
Seven trade union leaders were arrested for protesting
against
the
move.
This experience reveals all the
more that as employer there is no
difference between the public sector
and the private sector.
While introducing measures of rationalisation, reorganisation
and automation, the employers fall back on
their prerogative as management.
It
is difficult to restrict this preroga·
tive within the legal limit, because
the employers always try to take advantage of their fundamental
right
to own and operate a property.
But
is this compatible with the concept
of a welfare State loudly proclaimed
by the Government?
Does it not
reveal the double-standard
of the
Government who wants the workers
to follow an agreement equally binding on them which they themselves
violate? So long as the present con.
cept of proprietary right is defended
by the State, the workers'
interest
will be always in jeopardy.
A gift of science is for the benefit
of man; but if it increases human
sorrow and suffering, science becomes
an instrument of oppression
in a'
capitalistic system of production
in
which profit is the only criterion.
Rationalisation,
reorganisation
and
automation are all labour-saving
de·
vices and the capitalists use them to
strengthen their own hands to earn
more profit and for concentration
of
capital. In a country like India
where one can quote any figure about
the number of unemployed
without
being challenged by anybody,
how
can working people tolerate job elimination measures?
Modern techniques
of production wiII come into use and as long
as the social order is not changed,
new inventions and techniques
of
production will be used to earn more
profit at the cost of workers.
There

Distributors for Now
III

U.K. and Europe
ABC MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
32Audley Road, London N.W. 4
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is a big movement
in the country
against labour-saving
devices, pani'cularly automation.
But the target
of the attack is not the machine itself; it is directed against the total
oppression
of society where ~o few
draw most of the benefits at the cost
of so many. The age of automation
has come to stay but it cannot be
utilised to the benefit of the common
man in the capitalistic system of production.
As in the case of industrial
revolution
the feudal
State order
had to be transformed
into bourgeois democracy,
so in the case of
automation
the new technique
of
production
calls for new production
relations.

Real Motive

Mr P. J. Dickinson,
General Manager IOf Burmah-Shell,
said "After
all, why should we in industry assume
that it requires two men in India
to do what would be one man's job
elsewhere ?". (Industrial Time, page
34, June 15, 1964).
This statement
reveals the real motive of the foreign
oil companies.
In 1956 when Burmah-SheIl, Esso and Caltex were together doing a business of 5 million
tonnes of petroleum
products,
the
number of clerks and workers employed by them was about 23,000; now
when the volume
of business
has
gone up to 9.5 million tonnes, their
number has come down to 13,000.
Should the foreign oil companies be
alowed to flourish at the cost of the
Indian workers '? Should the Government
remain
silent when these
misinterpret
the Government's
own
pricing formula to squeeze the workers out of employment
in the name
of Voluntary
Retirement?
The oil industry in India has a
bright future.
The cowdung that is
burnt for cooking
in 5,55,000 vil1ag~ in India is equivalent
to 60
million tonnes of petroleum products.
Our per capita consumption
of oil
products is only 5 gallons compared
to 600 gallons in the USA, 150 gal.
Ions in the UK and 105 gallons in
the USSR.
If this natural
manure
(cow dung) could be used to grow
more food, with cheap kerosene meeting the requirements
of the villagers,
India could be free from the clutches
of PL480.
Of the total requirement
of petroleum products
22ro constiC-ute the
trade in kerosene, mainly used for
illumination
in the villages.
That
apart, oil is an important
source of

energy, and industrial
development
of the country depends very much on
this energy source.
We are having
shortages in coal and electricity;
it
is difficult to import coal and in case
of electricity it is beyond question.
When the petroleum workers demand
nationalisation
of fqreign oil companies for t~e national economy and
their own job security, they have in
view the entire gamut of the coun·
try, industry and workers.
Participation of foreign capital in a vital
industry like oil in India is detrimental to our interests.
In the present
international
oil market there is glut
in the supply of crude oil and our reo
quirement
can be easily met.
In
other words, nationalisation
of foreign oil firms will not hamper are·
gulated and cheaper supply of crude
oil.
But, according to its declared policy, the Government
wants the State
sector, i.e., Indian Oil Corporation,
to flourish in competition
with the
foreign oil firms. This policy neither
helps the workers in foreign oil firms
in regard to job security nor the In·
dian Oil Corporation
and the Indian
oil industry. The prices of petroleum
products fixed for Indian markets are
in parity with international
prices
which include
a component
represen ting the expenses for prospective
drilling and exploration
of new oil
fields. The foreign oil firms bag huge
amounts of money on this account
from Indian buyers but do not spend
a copper in India.
Indian Oil Corporation
is spend.
ing huge sums for building duplicate
storage and marketing facilities which
could be easily avoided by taking
over the foreign oil firms. So far,
Indian Oil Corporation
has built and
projected 2,523 retail pumps; if the
cost of building one retail pump is
Rs. 50,000, the State sector is already
committed to invest Rs. 12,61,50,000
for retail selling of perol and HSD
only.
At Cochin
the State secto!
refinery built a new, railway siding at
a cost of Rs. 2.19 crores, while the
existing railway siding in the hands
of foreign oil firms remains out of use
and the workers
involved
face retrenchment.
If the Government continues to ignore the demands of the
petroleum workers and fails to safeguard their jobs, foreign capital will
have "freedom of action" and this will
not b6 confined to the oil industry
alone.
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should magnify itself so much as to
jeopardise the peace of the entire me·
tropolis. The situation clearly called
for the firm action which Authority
has taken. Appealing to the people
to cooperate with the Government
the paper says that if concerted en·
COMMENTATOR
deavours are made by the saner elements to save peace it cannot be
do little good now, and perhaps some 'sabotaged by the enemies of society.
AST week's clashes in Calcutta
The Hindustan Times has noted
harm; even in retrospect it may be
made lead story in almost all
that the Calcutta incidents were diffound murky and controversial. The
important
newspapers in the counferent from the pattern of violence
try. It seems that even .the sober s~c- situation must be dealt with as it now
the country had been witnessing in
stands: if still possible, by getting
tion of the Press overlooked the dIfthe recent past. They are not the rewiser
heads
together;
but,
if
necesference between governmental
viosult
of a confrontation
with authosary,
by
knocking
more
foolish
heads
lence and communal
violence and
rity in the streets but of two commutogether.
gave as much prominence to the in~inal groups clashing with each other.
Suggesting
that
no
procession
dents as it did to the disturbances III
Suggesting a study in depth of the
should have been allowed Amrita
February-March last year. The headtensions that prevail among social
Bazar Patrika says that the purpose
lines gave an impression that riots
groups and the way in which they
of taking out the procession, when the
were continuing and Calcutta was in
can be preventecl from taking violent
Government is already seized of the
the grip of utter lawlessness, though
forms the paper says that the incimatter, is not easily understandable.
by the time the reports appeared the
dents in Calcutta have their parallel
Refusal
to
allow
it
might
have
dis.
city had returned to normal. 'Whether
in the developments in other cities.
pleased
some
people.
But
the
possithis flamboyant treatment of reports
The activities of the Shiv Sena, for
bility of a breach of law and order
of communal
clashes is connected
example, have besmirched the fair
should
have
outweighed
all
other
conwith the earlier flurry in the Press
name of Bombay as a genuinely cossiderations,
because any impression
over the labour situation in the State
mopolitan city in which people from
in
any
section
of
the
people
of
the
may be a tpatter for interesting spec~all parts of the country felt perfectly
Government's lack of firmness in deallation. Those who want to discredIt
at home. In big cities there is the all
ing
with
lawlessness
will
have
a
dathe United Front Ministry will not
too evident economic competition
maging effect on the administration.
shy at any opportunity to make it apamong
various groups and the feeling
The
Government
apart,
every
sober
pear that the Ministry is unable to
that
certain
aevenues of livelihood
and
sensible
person,
irrespective
ot
perform its priJIle function of mainare being monopolised by "outsiders".
community or anythil)g else, should
taining law and order. Disturbances
The notion of an "outsider"
is a
realise the seriousness of the situation
of any kind fit into their plan to preand exert his utmost, jointly and in- dangerous one, and at all events these
pare the ground for Central intervenare problems that should be resolved
dividually, to restore peace and hartion. It may be more than a mere
by a general improvement in the livmony in the city without delay. Calcoincidence that simultaneously with
ing standards and by courageous leadcutta
is
a
cosmopolitan
city
and
the
the publication of these reports the
ership. It is here that there has been
people of different creeds and States
Congress party has raised an alarm
the
most glaring failure. Politicians,
live
here
SIde
by
side
as
brothers:
that there has been a complete breakAny disturbances involving people of who are ready enough in formal condown of the law and order machinery
texts to pay homage to national indifferent States or communities is not
in the State and that some of the
tegration
and communal
harmony.
only
ruinous
to
themselves
but
sure'
constituents of the United Front are
are far from reluctant to make use of
to jeopardise gravely the interest ot
encouraging lawlessness.
The Statesman) which appears to the entire cO,untry, particularly at this group loyalties for their own purposes. It is not surprising that apmoment
of intensifying
internal
be the solitary exception in the matpeals made for short-term political
troubles
and
continuing
external
ter of display, did not lead with the
and electoral
purposes later take
danger.
clash story in either of its Ca1cutta
forms
that
threaten
civic peace and
Describing
the
city's
lapse
from
and
Delhi
editions.
Editorially,
harmony.
sanity
as
disquieting
and
disgraceful
however, it has suggested that prompHindusthan
Standard says 'that- it
ter and more far-seeing action could
will
be
a
fatal
blunder
to yield to com- Government Blamed
have been taken by the Government.
Putting the entire blame for the
placency now and cease to be alert.
It says that, prima facie, it would seem
incidents
on the West Bengal GovernWhen
much
worse
than
the
reputathat the incident in Baghmari two
ment The Indian Express says that
tion of a city is at stake one should
days before would have reasonably
the United Front Government would
be rather excessively harsh than unbeen expected to receive important
do well to suppress the communal vioduly soft. Calcutta is a cosmopolitan
attention
in both Lal Bazar and
lence in Calcutta with a severe hand.
city,
and
every
effort
should
be
made
Writers' Building earlier.
Once the
It is of course commendable that the
to ensure that it retains that characlooting and firing stage has been
civil authority did not hesitate to' ask
ter
occcf'sional
troubles
notwithstandreached, negotiation and conciliation
for the Army's assistance. It would
ing.
The
root
cause
of
the
trouble
become far more difficult, if not imhave been more commendable if the
would
appear
to
be
a
trivial
one,
and
possible.
Inquiry into other origins
police itself had managed to deal
it
is
a
pity
that
a
local
squabble
and responsibilities
would c:rltainly
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should magnify itself so much as to
jeopardise the peace of the entire me·
tropolis. The situation clearly called
for the firm action which Authority
has taken. Appealing to the people
to cooperate with the Government
the paper says that if concerted enCOMMENTATOR
deavours are made by the saner elements to save peace it cannot be
do little good now, and perhaps some
LAST
week's clashes in Calcutta
sabotaged by the enemies of society.
harm; even in retrospect it may be
made lead story in almost all
The Hindustan Times has noted
found murky and controversial. The
important
newspapers in the counthat the Calcutta incidents were diftry. It seems that even _the sober s~c- situation must be dealt with as it now
ferent from the pattern of violence
stands: if still possible, by getting
tion of the Press overlooked the dIfthe country had been witnessing in
but, if necesference between governmental
vio- wiser heads together;
the recent past. They are not the resary, by knocking more foolish heads
lence and communal
violence and
sult of a confrontation
with authotogether.
gave as much prominence to the incirity in the streets but of two commuSuggesting
that
no
procession
dents as it did to the disturbances in
nal groups clashing with each other.
should have been allowed Amrita
February-March last year. The headSuggesting a study in depth of the
Bazar Patrika says that the purpose
lines gave an impression that riots
tensions that prevail among social
of taking out the procession, when the
were continuing and Calcutta was in
groups and the way in which they
Government is already seized of the
the grip of utter lawlessness, though
can be preventep from taking violent
matter, is not easily understandable.
by the time the reports appeared the
forms the paper says that the inciRefusal to allow it might have dis- . dents in Calcutta have their parallel
city had returned to normal. Whether
pleased some people. But the possi- in the developments in other cities.
this flamboyant treatment of reports
bility of a breach of law and order
of communal
clashes is connected
The activities of the Shiv Sen a, for
should have outweighed all other con- example, have besmirched the fair
with the earlier flurry in the Press
siderations,
because any impression
over the labour situation in the State
name of Bombay as a genuinely cosin any section of the people of the
may be a matter for interesting specumopolitan city in which people from
Government's lack of firmness in deallation. Those who want to discredit
all parts of the country felt perfectly
ing with lawlessness will have a dathe United Front Ministry will not
at home. In big cities there is the all
maging effect on the administration.
shy at any opportunity to make it aptoo evident economic competition
The Government apart, every sober
pear that the Ministry is unable to
among various groups and the feeling
and sensible person, irrespective
ot
perform its prime function of mainthat certain aevenues of livelihood
community or anythiI)g else, should
taining law and order. Disturbances
are being monopolised by "outsiders".
realise the seriousness of the situation
of any kind fit into their plan to preThe notion of an ~'outsider" is a
and exert his utmost, jointly and in- dangerous one, and at all events these
pare the ground for Central intervendividually, to restore peace and hartion. It may be more than a mere
are problems that should be resolved
mony in the city without delay. Calcoincidence that simultaneously with
by a general improvement in the livcutta is a cosmopolitan city and the
the publication of these reports the
ing standards and by courageous leadpeople of different creeds and States
Congress party has raised an alarm
ership. It 'is here that there has been
live here side by side as brothers:
that there has been a complete breakthe most glaring failure. Politicians,
Any disturbances involving people of who are ready enough in formal condown of the law and order machinery
different States or communities is not
in the State and that some of the
texts to pay homage to national inonly ruinous to themselves but sure' tegration and communal
constituents of the United Front are
harmony.
to jeopardise gravely the interest ot
encouraging lawlessness.
are far from reluctant to make use of
The Statesman) which appears to the entire country, particularly at this group loyalties for their own purmoment
of intensifying
internal
be the solitary exception in the matposes. It is not surprising that aptroubles
and
continuing
external
ter of display, did not lead with the
peals made for short-term political
danger.
clash story in either of its Ca1cutta
and electoral
purposes later take
Describing
the city's lapse from
and
Delhi
editions.
Editorially,
forms that threaten civic peace and
sanity as disquieting and disgraceful
however, it has suggested that prompharmony.
Hindusthan
Standard says that it
ter and more far-seeing action could
will be a fatal blunder to yield to com- Government Blamed
have been taken by the Government.
placency now and cease to be alert.
It says that, prima facie, it would seem
Putting the entire blame for the
When much worse than the reputathat the incident in Baghmari two
incidents on the West Bengal Governtion of a city is at stake one should
days before would have reasonably
ment The Indian Express says that
be rather excessively harsh than unthe United Front Government would
been expected to receive important
duly soft. Calcutta is a cosmopolitan
attention
in both Lal Bazar and
do well to suppress the communal viocity, and every effort should be made
lence in Calcutta with a severe hand.
Writers' Building earlier.
Once the
to ensure that it retains that characlooting and firing stage has been
It is of course commenda ble that the
ter occisional troubles notwithstandcivil authority did not hesitate to' ask
reached, negotiation and conciliation
ing. The root cause of the trouble
become far more difficult, if not imfor the Army's assistance.
It would
would appear to be a trivial one, and
have been more commendable if the
possible.
Inquiry into other origins
it is a pity that a local squabble
police itself had managed to deal
and responsibilities
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effectively with the situation.
Mr
Ajoy Mukherjee and his United Front
colleagues simply cannot afford
to
create the impression that they lack
either the will or the capaClty to
maintain law and order.
Unfortunately, they have a past to live do~n.
When the parties which ~ow comprIse
the United Front were m the Opposition they buil~ up a r~grettab~e reputation for tak1l1g all kmds of Is~ues
to the streets.
They also made It a
practice to accuse the police fa: ~sing
excessive force whenever the ClvIl au-.
thority had to restore law and order.
Now that the Government
is in the
hands of the erstwhile Opposition
parties the police perhaps feel that
they can take ~ffecti~e actio~ only ~t
the risk of dlspleasmg
theIr Mmlsterial superiors.
The United
Front
Government
must immediately
end
the demoralisation
of the police force
if it is to succeed in maintaining
law
and order. The Chief Minister should
make it clear to all concerned that
his Government is determined to govern and deal sternly with every threat
to law and order despite the previous
record of the parties wh~ch are no>:"
in the coalition.
This mIght be polItically embarrassing,
but that cannot
be helped.
The United Front. Government is on trial. It must wm the
people's confidence by restoring law
and order speedily.
Congratulating
the new ~tVest !3~ngal Government
on the mtrepldlty
and speed with wlllch it has ?rou(Sht
under
control
the tense sItuatIOn
created in Calcutta by a band of mischief-makers Patriot says that there
are quite a number of people in Calcutta who bear intense ill-will for
Mr Ajoy Mukherjee's
Government
and will not hesitate to resort to any
course so that it could be defamed
and brought down.
It is these people who have been active in the dark
underworld of Calcutta's politics ever
since the new Government
came into
being who are responsible
for t~e
tragic and unnecessary
loss of hfe
and the suffering of those who have
been injured.
That the people knew
this was apparent from the immediate
success registered by the peace moves
initiated by the Government.
This

NOW can be had from
Dipak Kumar Bhowmick
4, Gl1rimahal Road, Gorabazar
Berhampur,
Murshidabad.
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is not the first il'lstance of political
stabbing in the back of the West Bengal Government has experienced since
it assumed office. AhilOst before the
Ministers took the oath of office, a
series of attacks on the working class
by the bloated monopo'lists who mostly control Calcutta's business life began.
The Government
has courageously accepted this challenge, and the
people of the State who want it to
succeed will give it every kincl of support in its endeavour to establish
a
truly
democratic
and
progressive
order in the State.
"Labour Unrest"
In an editorial on "labour unrest"
in West Bengal The Times of India
has said that the present predominantly Leftist Government
in the State
is not responsible for the unrest. But
ministerial pronouncements
regarding
the role of the police in dealing with
the so-called "gheraos", a euphemism
for virtual detention of the manage·
rial staff for hours, has created
the
impression that entrepreneurs
cannot
depend on the present Government
for protection.
The Labour Minister has contended
that the police
would intervene if and when demonstrators turn violent.
But how can
the State Government
seriously argue
that the "gheraos"
are a legitimate
form of trade union activity?
The
Chief Minister's
insistence that the
police can be called by the maliJagement in anticip~tion of trouble either
through him or the Labour Minister
has added to the anxiety of employers who rightly point out that it is
not always possible to get in touch
with Ministers.
That the formation
of a predominantly
Leftist Government in West Bengal would encoura,ge labour to press its demands with
increased vigour and confidence was
only to be expected.
As it happens
the change of Government
has coincided withgerteral
recession in the
economy.
The Chief Minister realises that to expect employers to maintain status quo in the absence of
orders for their products is only to
drive them out of the State. But he
cannot be expected to take the purely economic view that retrenchment
and lay-offs are unavoidable
in the
present situation.
Perhaps
he has
some" compromise
solution in view.
In any case the present uncertainty
must be ended soon if West Bengal's
ceconomic future is not to be seriously.
compromised.

Role Of The Peasant
SOCIAL ORIGINS OF DICT ATORSHIP AND DEMOCRACY
By Barrington
Moore, Jr.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1966, pp. 559
$10.00

IN

this era of academic super specia.
lization, scholars seldom attempt
to deal with broad issues of history
or society. Ansi in the age of the
great consensus, the a priori virtue
of moderate liberalism as propounded by much of the American academy
is accepted
as "objective"
reality.
Barrington
Moore's latest book con·
clusively proves that it is possible to
deal with broad issues of historical
and social development
from an in·
dependent point of view, and to pre·
sent a stimulating and incisive, if not
always convincing, argument for his
approach.
Moore deals with one of
the most important but to date rela·
tively little understood
aspects of
modernization-the
historical
and
social roots which are the basis of
the present era.
His basic thesis is that "the. pro·
cess of modernization
begins with
peasant revolutions that fail. It cui·
minates during the twentieth centur)
with peasant
revolutions
that suc·
ceeded."
By taking some key histori·
cal examples-England,
France, and
the United States from the "developed societies" and lapan, China, and
India from the "developing"
areashe discusses the role of the peasant in
the distinctive
developmental
pat·
terns of these diverse societies. One
of his key points is that revolution·
ary violence is not necessarily detri·
mental to democratic and liberal de·
velopment, but is in fact a necessary
prerequisite
to such development.
This notion will probably be ana·
thema to the ideologists of the "Great
Society" but it is persuasivelv pre·
sented with a wealth of documenta·
tion.
The role of revolutionary
changes,
generally involving the peasantry, is
indicated in Moore's case studies. In
England, the forced destruction of the
feudal system in the seventeenth cen·
tury not only led to civil war and in.
ternal violence,
but destroyed the
absolute power of the King and prepared the way for the development
of the Industrial
Revolution
and en.
abled both the capitalist svstem and
liberal
parliamentarianism
to take
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root. fhe french Revolution,
also
a key stru~gle of the peasantry against
feudal mast(;rs, succeeded in destroyillR the monarchy and prepared the
way for inustrhlization
and republican goyernment. In neither of these
cases did modernintion
come withOllt bloodshed or coercion, but in
both the excesses of a revolutionary
situatIOn led to the evolution of more
liberal forms. The United
States
also presents a somewhat simihr
pallern, although the r:ivil '''Tar, rather than destroying a feudal system
in the U.S_, prevented its devdopment and speeded the process oE modernization. The Civil "Var cemented the alliance of northern capitalist
interests and the wef.tern independent
lallllcrs which provided the basis for
rapid industrial expansion
in the
late nineteenth century.
Again, the
coercion of the "robber baron" period paved the way for a more democratic and stable political order.
In China, where the peasant revoInlion came later, in mid-twentieth
IClllllry, the eventual outcome of the
rcroJutionary struggle remflins to be
\('('n and the current
"Proletarian
Cultural Revolution" may be a part
or this process. China has engaged
in an alternative path to modermzation-socialism
(perhaps more
correctly called collectivism) -but
it
the Soviet Union is any indication,
a similar pattern of development will
emerge. While in the industrialised
countries of the West, coercion was
indirect and under the control 01
"free market" capitalism, the "socialist" countries have attempted to control more directly the coercion of the
peasantry in their effort:; to build a
modern industrial economy.
Japan
(and Germany for that matter)
did
not undergo a peasant revolution, and
while these countries have been successful in industrializing,
they have
also showed a marked tendency toward fascism. Moore holds that in
the absence of a peasant revolution
in the early stages of the modernization process, fascist au thoritarianism
will often be a byproduct of indus
trialization. The Meiji Restoration
in the nineteenth-century Japan broke
the power of the feudal nobles, and
some redistribution
of the land resulted in addition to the centralization of political power in the hands
of a modernizing elite, but later
events launched Japan on a series ot
foreign adventures culminating in the
Second World War and brought fas.\PRIL 7, 1967

cism to Japan.
Moore argues that
this "revolution
from above" did not
have within it the seeds of democratic development.

India
One of the most interesting 'chap!?ers in the book is that dealing with
India, where the issues of modernization have not been decided.
Moore
argues that India has not undergone
a peasant revolution, and that a century of British rule succeeded mainly in entrenching
a feudal social system on the land and choking off any
impulse for rural change. India's present economic stagnation, despite the
efforts of, a Western trained elite to
spur modernization,
may be a result
of the rural status quo.
India presents a paradox-it
has the accoutrements of democracy, a functioning
parliamentary
system and a free Press
-but
at the same time it has been
unable to solve its massive economic
problems. If Moore's thesis holds for
India, then modernization
will be
impossible until there is some basic
transformation
of the rural status quo.
And under present circumstances, this
is not an immediate possibility. The
viability of democratic
institutions
during a period of social change is
also in doubt.
India, according
to
Moore, will have to take either the
direction of indirect coercion of the
peasant under the capitalist model,
or direct coercion under the socialist
model.
Or, perhaps, Nehru's successors will be able to work out a third
democratic
alternative.
But if one
accepts the logic of Moore's tflesis,
then this latter road to modernization
does not seem likely.
Barrington
Moore's
book is not
only provocative,
it is closely reasoned and in general quite persuasive. He has proved that comparative history on the grand scale can
be useful in supplying
insights
to
specific events.
By approaching
his
topic without either the dogmas of
Marxist analysis or of "liberal" ideology, he is able to shed fresh light on
an important
topic. Not only is the
reader better able to understand
the
English Revolution
and the Ameri~
can Civil War in perspective,
but
some of the key issues of modernization and political
development
in
the Third World are given new emphasis and
illumination.
Moore's
plea is to approach the study of society without
dogmatism.
He has
presented a case for the constructive

value of revolution
in the development of democracy and in the modernization
process.
He has pointed
out that the agents of revolution are
very often the peasants, and that the
leadership
can come from diverse
sources. Whether his thesis holds as
true in the developing areas of Asia
and Africa, where differences in religious values and vastly differing social
systems have also influenced
social
and economic growth is open to question, but his book is certainly one of
the more important
contributions
to
the field of comparative social history
in SOme time.
PHILIP G. ALTBACH

Murder Most Foul
By A

DRAMA

CRITIC

IMAGINE
an aristocratic
resort,
turned into a Liberty Hall during the temporary
absence of the
lords and the ladies, where the greyhaired valet, the turbanless footman,
the pot-bellied
steward, the over-fed
cook, the lean page-boy
and the
maidservant
with no shape at all are
enjoying
themselves
by mimicking
'the airs and ways of their superiors!
Or try to visualize a heterogeneous
assembly, consisting of barbers, butchers, tailors, clothiers, drapers, fruiterers, grocers, frustrated
film-extras
and superannuated
jatrawaIlas, deciding to produce a play.instead
of discussing the hot local scandals! If you
are interested
in sights similar to
these, go to see Nabarupa's
Alibaba
at the Pratap Memorial Hall.
Having failed to woo the public
with its abominable
modern
play,
Daag, Nabarupa'this
time has taken
refuge in the revival of a time-honoured play. What a shock it is to
see Alibaba, dear old Alibaba, mutilated, mauled and murdered!
We
are living in an age when all the precious old things are vanishing fast;
orthodox jatra is gone, the Senate
Hall is gone, the streetside juggler
is gone, even, dear old Congress is
gone; and here goes another
rich
myth of the past-Alibaba.
With
Nabarupa's
production of Alibaba, in
which everything
(the voice, the appearance, the acting, the dance, the
music, the costume, the set, the lighting) is !-lgly, another
door to the
antique world is shut. No more shaIl
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they must explain to their subordi·
cI810n to increase
the tram fare.
nates why they were thrown at the
Third,
the blown-up
clash between
mercy of the mob and not allowed to
Sikhs and Bengalis.
It seems that the
use arms even in self-defence;
they
forces which are bent on thwarting
must explain to the Chief Minister
the UF Ministry
are following
the
that they are not unfit for their jobs.
strategy what the ABM experts call
PULAK DE
a rip"pled attack.
These are the first
Calcutta
ripples sent to draw out a~d exh~u.st
the capacity of the fledglll1g Mll11Stry; the wave is yet to come.
The credit for restoring peace in
Calcutta legitimately
goes to people
With reference
to the statement
who resisted the temptation
to save
appearing in your issue dated M.arch
Bengalis in Bengal and who coaxed,
24, 1967 on Page 4 that the Institute
in trying circumstances,
the tempesof Public Administration,
New York
tuous to pipe down. The cronies are
is supposed to provide advice to the
frustrated, they made a sewer out at
CMPO, I am to state on behalf of the
their sweat but could not bathe in
CMPO that the Institute
of Public
it. A judicial enquiry has been comAdministration,
New York have not
missioned and along with. the Conacted as advisors to the CMPO nor
gress advocates
many other people
are they doing so now, nor are they
Letters
will be waiting to know how the en"supposed"
to do so. A few years
chantment with women in Baghmari
back the Institute had conducted
a
was sublimated
(or call it what you" . research programme on Calcutta, and
will) into an enchantment
with republished a few reports on their own
I was an eye-witness to an incident
ligion.
.
initiative.
But they did not, and do
which occurred on March 29 on the
One question has remained unansnot now act as Consultants
or adviprecincts
of Calcutta
University.
wered in spite of the deliberati?ns
sors to the CMPO.
When the situation took a grim turn,
in the Assembly.
There was nothll1g
In the last para of your above rethe students"of the University gatherwrong in allowing people who got
port, it has been stated that "local
ed at the gate facing College Square
worked up over religion to make a
talent, if it were furnished with" ev"en
and raised slogans against the riot and
silent march.
But how was it that
one-twentieth
of the funds that were
tried to pacify the agitated, asking
devout
Sikhs with white
flowing
advanced to the Americans
in the
them to correctly handle the "conbeards who
joined
the
marchers
CMPO, would, we have no doubt,
tradictions among the people". l'hey
along with those who tried to flash
have done a much better, more prag·
pointed out that there was an attempt
a few rusty swords got mixed up with
matic, more sensit.ive job of metro·
on the part of the beleagured
Conreal crooks who had murder in their
politan planning in Calcutta." While
gress party to sabotage the UF Goveyes?
It was a Sikh who prevented
we do not wish to enter into contro"
ernrnent and vitiate the progressive
the mob from surging in on shops
versy on the quality of the Basic De·
atmosphere in West Bengal. "Suddenand looting but the same crowd convelopment Plan or other Plans prely a few enraged students belonging.
tained a few who made a free use of
pared by the CMPO
(which incito a Congress-affiliated
students' orgalathis, rifles and of course those rididentally have been commended
for
nisation hurried to the spot and beculous-Iooking swords. And what did
their realism and technical
quality
gaB to condemn the efforts of the
the Police Commissioner
do apart
by a large number of experts
and
other to restore peace and urged all
from keeping
company
with the
general observers both in India and
to take it out on the Sikhs.
They
Chief Minister?
Not so long ago,
abroad),
kindly permit us to clarify
manhandled
some siudents and tried
College Street was choked with pothe following points:to create pandemonIUm
at the meetlicemen at dead of night to lift a few
(I) No money has been advanced
ing.
Fortunately,
nobody paid any
unarmed student picketers.
How was
by the Government
of West
heed to them.
it that this time the en tire length
BengaL to the Ford Founda·
Progressive students should take the
of Harrison
Road'
was free-fortion who have acted as Consul·
issue of communalism
very seriously
all for two full
hours?
Why
tants for the Calcutta
planand do everything possible to create
were
a
few
policemen
posted
ning job.
a psychologIcal
teeling of oneness
there
with
nothing
but
batons
(2) The small number of Ameri·
among. the people both inside and
to stand there, unarmed, pathetically
can Consultants
attached
to
outside their educational
compounds.
helpless, to be roughened by the millthe CMPO have been function·
,Distribution
of handbills is an immeing crowds?
The police high-ups
ing merely as technical Consul·
diate need.
Street meetings in difowe three explanations;
they must
tants, and the plans prepared
ferent places should be organised by explain to the citizens of Calcutta
by the CMPO al'e primarily
the students.
why in spite of the reported
anthe work of the inter-disciplilJ.,tA STUDENTOF CALCUTTA nouncement
that the police had been
nary team of Indian techni·
UNIVERSITY ordereu to take strong action in case
cians and experts. On the reo
rvJ...w.~
~
violence erupted, there was no arm- .
verse of Page iii of the Basic
First, it was the scare of iQdustrial
ed guards even when everybody knew
Development
Plan, you
will
unrest.
Second, eTC's unilateral dethat Sikhs carried lethal weapons:
find a list which shows the
we enjoy the right to enter a world,
peopled by virile men and beautiful
dames-in
which open sesame could
get us plenty of gold, slaves could
dance and sing and joke, cobblers
could sew a thoroughly chopped man
-a world in which virtue inevitably
triumphed 1 This was an unreal
world but. how enchant.ing it was I
Now, thanks to Nabarupa's
effront.ery, this generation
has lost a utopia. I shouldn't have taken the risk.
I should have remembered
that. nostalgia in this rationalistic
world is
unwelcome.
I went to recapture the
feeling of a vision or a waking dream,
I returned with a question:
was it a
hallucination
or a nightmare?
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they made a sewer out at
their sweat but could not bathe in
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many other people
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at the meetlicemen at dead of night to lift a few
ing.
Fortunately,
nobody paid any
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it that this time the entire length
Progressive students should take the
of Harrison
Road'
was free-forissue of communalism
very seriously
all for two full
hours?
Why
and do everything possible to create
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a
few
policemen
posted
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there
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nothing
but
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among. the people both inside and
to stand there, unarmed, pathetically
outside their educational
compounds.
helpless, to be roughened by the mill.Distribution
of handbills is an immeing crowds?
The police high-ups
diate need.
Street meetings in difowe three explanations;
they must
ferent places should be organised by explain to the citizens of Calcutta
the students.
why in spite of the reported
anA STUDENT OF CALCUTTA noun cement that the police had been
UNIVERSITY orderell to take strong action in case
violence erupted, there was no arm-.
First, it was the scare of iQdustrial
ed guards even when everybody knew
unrest.
Second, eTC's unilateral dethat Sikhs carried lethal weapons;

we enjoy the right to enter a world,
peopled by virile men and beautiful
dames-in
which open sesame could
get us plenty of gold, slaves could
dance and sing and joke, cobblers
could sew a thoroughly chopped man
-a world in which virtue inevitably
triumphed I This was an unreal
world but how enchanting
it was!
Now, thanks to Nabarupa's
effrontery, this generation
has lost a utopia. I shouldn't have taken the risk.
I should have remembered
that nostalgia in this rationalistic
world is
unwelcome.
I went to recapture the
feeling of a vision or a waking dream,
I returned with a question:
was it a
hallucination
or a nightmare?
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they must explain to their subordinates why they were thrown at the
mercy of the mob and not allowed to
use arms even in self-defence;
they
must explain to the Chief Minister
that they are not unfit for their jobs.
PULAK DE
Calcutta

(3

CMPO
With reference
to the statement
appearing in your issue dated M.arch
24, 1967 on Page 4 that the Institute
of Public Administration,
New York
is supposed to provide advice to the
CMPO, I am to state on behalf of the
CMPO that the Institute
of Public
Adminjstration,
New York have not
acted as advisors to the CMPO nor
are they doing so now, nor are they
"supposed"
to do so. A few years
back the Institute had conducted
a
research programme on Calcutta, and
published a few reports on their own
initiative.
But they did not, and do
not now act as Consultants
or advi·
'lars to the CMPO.
In the last para of your above report, it has been stated that "local
talent, if it were furnished with ev,tn
one-twentieth
of the funds that were
advanced to the Americans
in the
CMPO, would, we have no doubt,
have done a much better, more prag·
matic, more sensitive job of metropolitan planning in Calcutta." While
we do not wish to enter into contro·
versy on the quality of the Basic De·
velopment Plan or other Plans prepared by the CMPO
(which inci·
dentally have been commended
for
their realism and technical
quality
by a large number of experts
and
general observers both in India and
abroad),
kindly permit us to clarify
the following points:(I) No money has been advanced
by the Government
of West
BengaL to the Ford Founda·
tion who have acted as Consultants for the Calcutta
planning job.
(2) The small number of American Consultants
attached to
the CMPO have been functioning merely as technical Consul·
tants, and the plans prepared
by the CMPO al'e primarily
the work of the inter-discipli.
nary team of Indian
technicians and expert~. On the reo
verse of Page iii of the Basic
Development
Plan, you will
find a list which shows the
APRIL
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NOW
heavily with idealist political thought
and theories.
The committee wants
the inclusion of the history of the
evolution of materialist
science and
• its theories and applications.
It wants a balance between Western political developments
and the
history of the anti-imperialist
struggles
and socialist construction
programmes of the Afro-Asian
and Latin
American countries.
The committee
points
out that
. studies of constitutional
law are incomplete without any knowledge of
the social, political
and economic
realities.
The
committee
protests
against
useless repetitions
and unscientific
overlappings
in the present syllabus.
I

KRITYAPRIYA GHOSH

l)...Member, De~ocratic
Committee,
Political Science, Cal. University

II

tivities began
proportions.

assuming

dangerous

JAYANTA BHATTACHARYA

Calcutta

Culture
Mr Mohim Roodra points Out in
his letter (Now, March 24) that "A
Political and Cultural Weekly" is not
a correct description of your journal.
He is wrong.
He does not perhaps
appreciate that like Maoist China you
are initiating
a "cultural revolution"
through suspension
of culture
and
education.
I do not, however,
quite understand how you can accept the patronage of arch-capitalist
advertisers while
consistently
supporting
the Chinese
brand of Communism .. Can't you get
some advertisements
from revolutionary and progressive organisations?

A

Peace Corps
News of CIA ,activities in India
are receiving
some prominence
in
newspapers, the immediate factor being the Svetlana affair. Such stories,
carrying
as they do a romantic
flavour, have their chief 'merit'
in
diverting
our attention
from areas
where
foreign
espionage
operates
more surreptitiously.
•
What about
the Peace CorpsU.S. boys and girls working in remote villages in this country, teaching the ignorant folk methods
of
poultry farming and all that?
Don't
these boys and girls collect information at the village level?
The Peace Corps which was formed in 1963 was later integrated with
the In ternational
Secretariat for Yolunteer Service (ISYS). ISYS has no
volunteer corps of its own and acts
in cooperation
with West Germany,
Israel, Holland and the U.S. Peace
Corps.
It functions through two regional bureaus with headquarters
at
the Hague and Buenos Aires which,
incidentally,
are also the co-ordinating centres of the CIA. On the 29th
of this
month
ISYS began
its
annual general session in New Delhi.
T.he venue suggests, if not anything
else, at least the benevolent attitude
of the Government
of India to such
organisations.
Even the neighbouring
State, Pakistan,
which
has been generally
known to be less sensitive to Western infiltrations,
had to take -action
against the Peace Corps when its ac-

READER

Calcutta

Darling
In your issue of March 17, A Film
Critic writes of Darling: "But somehow the emotional
content is lacking and' the director
is too. much
carried away by the lure of cmematic pokerwork
to probe the pathological yearning of the central character for love and male company".
Are love and male company two
different things here or do they stand
together for male love?
Also, as. I
remember
the film, is the yearning
of the central character pathological,
or is that term more ,properly applicable to the morbid state produced
in her by character
and circumstances?
The emotional content of the film
is not lacking but is itself a want, the
end feeling a deep mortification.
Is
not this the very result aimed at,
brought about because we have identified ourselves with the central character?
I never thought about the direction
throughout
the film, or about the
superb technique
or the cinematic
pokerwork.
Only a good director
can be so unremarkable,
and only
fine actors can help to make him so.
JOHN CARRAU

Calcatta
lJ

Mr
March

J.

Retrenchment

Mohan . (Calcutta
Diary,
24) has made a timely refer-

ence to the general recession in the
engineering industry, which calls for,
as he suggests, urgent governmental
action.
But I am afraid that in the
present situation a tripartite meeting
will not yield long-term results be·
cause the participants
at the proposed meeting are neither responsible for
the present recession nor have they
any control over forces which can help
recovery. For some time, a voluntary
cut in establishment
expenses, managerial remuneration
and wages may
serve as an alternative
to retrenchment but obiviously these are no solution
to the problem.
While the
big industries are suffering from lack
of demand
owing to the absolute
shrinkage in expansion programmes,
the small fry are thrown out of the
market thanks to the abnormal rise
in the cost of production.
To add to
this, a large number of skilled and
technically qualified young men and
women are joining the vast army of
job seekers. Since the industrialists
and the workers are in no position to
regulate the demand for the finished
goods and the supply of raw materials, a tripartite
conference will be
sheer waste of time and energy. A
tripartite
conference
may, however,
help the industrialists
to ward off
this fear about the present government who may, in turn, have a frank
dialogue with the respresentations
of
labour and management
about its
future labour policy.
An export-oriented
pragmatic
industrial policy
backed by a 'viable
and
practical'
programme
is the
crying need of the hour which the
Central
Government
alone
can
frame.
SAMIRGATI RAY

Calcutta

For NOW contact
Mr Mahadeb Das
12, Chandra Sekhar Mukherjee
. Road
P. O. Khagra
Berhampur
For NOW contact
Mr Sunil Kumar Mohanta
Khadimpur
P. O. Balurghat
West Dinajpur
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WHEN YOU BUY A

I

FLASHLIGHT DO
I
YOU ASK FOR ONE
WITH -A BIG BEAM
RELIABLE
SWITCH
AND
I STURDY RUST PROIOF BARREL
I
lOR SIMPLYASK FOR
LA.FLASHLIGHTr
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GEEP FLASHLIGHT
INDUSTRIES LTD.
la, SOUTH ROAD, ALLAHABAD
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ENTERPRISE

RENOWNED

MANUFACTURERS

• Textile
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NOW

Regd. No. C 287

OF

Machinery

• Machine

Tools

• Steel and Grey Iron Castings
• Rolling

Stock

• Hydraulic

and Heavy Stru~tures

• Sugar Mill Machine!y
• Steam Boilers
COLLABORATORS:
• Mis, Howa Machinery

Ltd" JAPAN

• Mis, Zinser Textilemaschinen,
Gm S,H, GERMANY,
• Mis, H, W, Ward & Co, Ltd., U,K,
.•

MIs, Vereinigte Osterrelchische
~\en.Und
Stahlwerke
Al<,liengesellschaft (Voes!) AUSTRIA
• Mis, Combustion

Engg, Inc. U.S.A,

• Mis, Stork and Werkspoor, HOLLAND

.'
ANNUAL
PRODUCTION EXCEEDS
Rs. 12 CRORES
.\

TEXTILE

MACHINERY

CORPORATION

LIMITED

Sales Offices:
• TEXTILE MACHINERY DIVISION
• MACHINE TOOL DIVISION
• STEEL FOUNDRY DIVISION
BELGHARIA

CALCUTT A·56,

I

• HEAVY

ENGINEERING

(ILACO HOUSE)
1 & 3, SRASOURNE

DIVISION

ROAD

CALCUTT A·1.
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